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Senate
poised to
ax projects

Cloverport
council OKs
adult curfew
CLOVERPORT, Ky. (AP) —
Cloverport's police chief wants
to cut down on crime by keeping adults from wandering the
streets at night.
An ordinance proposed by
police Chief Robert Vanderhoof
and passed by the Cloverport
City Council makes it illegal in
this Breckinridge County community of 1,200 residents to
be out and about without a
destination during the wee
hours.
The city council voted 4-2
Monday night after about 45
minutes of debate in favor of
the curfew ordinance, said
Kathy McCoy, the city's clerktreasurer. It was the ordinance's
second and final reading.
A first reading passed 5-1
Feb. 21, McCoy said. The ordinance will take effect immediately upon publication in the
local weekly newspaper, possibly as soon as Wednesday.
"The police were having
problems with people out on
the streets after midnight in
the age range of 19 to 25,
just loitering and hanging out,"
McCoy said.
Cloverport, about 25 miles
east of Owensboro near the
Hancock-Breckinridge county
line, has had a late-night curfew for minors for at least 20
years. she said.
The new ordinance applies
to those age 18 and older. It
prohibits adults with no particular place to go from being
out between midnight and 5 a.m.
during the week and from 1
a.m. to 5 a.m, on weekends.

Student
leader not
full-time
student

•

RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Eastern Kentucky University
Student Government President
Chris Pace was not a full-time
student last fall, meaning he
was not qualified to hold office
or serve on the university's
Board of Regents, officals have
ruled.
But Pace will remain student body president unless or
until the student government
association decides to oust him,
Kacey Coleman, the university
lawyer who determined Pace's
status, said Monday.
"Elections are scheduled
anyway in a couple of weeks,
so it would make sense to just
hold the elections instead of
holding a special election," Coleman said. "That's entirely up
to the Student Government
Association."
None of the votes cast by
the 11-member university Board
of Regents would be affected
by Pace's ineligible status last
fall, Coleman said.
The issues before the board
were decided by such a wide
margin that Pace's vote did
not affect the outcome, Coleman said.
Pace will be required to pay
back the fall portion of the
scholarship he receives for serving as student-body president,
Coleman said.

WE/111-1E12
Tonight...Partly cloudy. Low
in the mid 40s. Light wind.
Wednesday...Partly sunny.
High around 70.
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•Funding for
MSU building
still intact

BERNARD KANELedger & Times photo

Members of a work crew assigned to the Murray-Calloway County Park load an old fence
laden with concrete into a pickup truck for removal Monday at the baseball fields. The fence
was recently replaced when the new dugouts were built.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
With Senate Republicans
expected to remove more than
$300 million worth of capital
construction projects in an
attempt to balance the budget,
Kentucky
legislators
have
expressed concern that there
could be a deadlock between
the House and the Senate when
the state legislature adjourns
at the end of the month.
According to Rep. Buddy
Buckingham, D-Murray, the
House will likely reject the
revised version of the budget
the Senate is expected to
approve later this week.
The House passed a $35

billion budget last week that
included several local projects,
such as $100,000 for a water
line extension in East Calloway,
$50,000 for emergency road
improvements,$150,000 for city
and county park improvements
and $200,000 for drainage needs
in Murray.
The Senate, however, is proposing to eliminate many projects from its budget to keep
from having to pass tax increases. Gov. Paul Patton recommended at least $250,000 in
projects for each Kentucky
county, a figure that is not
likely to survive Senate negotiations, "They're going to take out
a lot of things to try and keep
the taxes down," Buckingham
said. "They're going to have
to make up $180 million from

II See Page 2

Survey to guide parks' future General Assembly
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Parks officials plan to get input from youth baseball officials about putting netting over the concession, seating and playground areas between the Central Park's four ball fields.
On a larger scale, the Murray-Calloway County
Parks and Recreation Department will do the same
with mail-out surveys to determine what the community wants from the parks system.
Next Monday, the parks department will send the
1,000 surveys - 52 percent to county residents, 48
percent city residents. Follow-up questionnaires will
he sent April 24 and May 8 to non-respondents.
Among the inquiries: How does the community
want to pay for the parks system's offerings'?
The goal is to "find out from the community where
they want the park to go," said parks director Skip
Dobbs during Monday's monthly board meeting.
"The key is how do they want to fund that," said
board member Cliff Finney.

Fellow board member Ginger Veal replied: "They
want a tax. They really do."
The discussion came after Veal asked Dobbs if the
surveys would mention the possibility of a recreation
tax. An effort that would have placed a 3-cent levy
per on property was defeated 3,937 to 3,540 at the
polls in November 1998.
Dobbs said later that part of the survey wqud
include suggestions for funding park projects.
The parks board voted Monday to pay $3,000 to
conduct the survey.
The action preceded the board's tentative approval
to connect the Central Park baseball fields' backstops
with netting, providing shelter to spectators in and
around the bleachers and concession stand area from
foul balls.
The measure also includes buying new playground
equipment to replace the old wooden equipment now
between Fields 2 and 3.

• See Page 2

to study limiting
number of bills
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The General Assembly will
study whether it should impose limitations on itself on the
numbers of bills that individual legislators may ask to be drafted and introduced.
Sen. David Karem, D-Louisville, the most senior member
of the Senate, said it set a dangerous precedent for the legislative branch. The branch of government that faces the voters most often is the one most responsive, he said.
"It has to be as open as it's humanly possible," Karem
said.
The study idea was prompted in the House, where a record
1,032 bills were introduced this session. An additional 409
were introduced in the Senate.
Limiting the number of proposals a legislator may make is
an "impediment to democracy," said Sen. David Boswell, DOwensboro.

Ministers address chief firing
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Religion is getting involved in the
controversy over the firing of Police
Chief Gene Sherrard. with ministers — black and white — marching in the streets or preaching on
the topic.
Before dismissing Sherrard,
Mayor Dave Armstrong phoned
his pastor, seeking advice.
The mayor then named a
Catholic priest as chairman of the
search committee to find a new
police chief. Armstrong also asked
his pastor, the Rev. James Chatham
of Highland Presbyterian Church,
to oversee a task force to study
race relations in Louisville.

Armstrong fired Sherrard — his
hand-picked top cop — on March
2, after the chief awarded medals
of valor to two white officers who
fatally shot Desmond Rudolph, a
black man trying to flee in a stolen
vehicle. The officers said they
feared Rudolph was about to free
the stuck Blazer and run them down.
The firing touched off protests
by police officers, who have
marched in two street demonstrations.
Religion's supporting role in the
fallout from the firing is an example of churches becoming involved
politically, said John Parker, a government professor at Western Ken-

tucky University.
"There is less sentiment that a
church should be down on the
corner someplace and not be
involved in society," said Parker,
who has observed state politics
for three decades.
"This strikes me, personally, as
a very appropriate issue for churches to be involved in. And it couldn't come at a better time of year,
liturgically, than Lent, when you
are trying to acknowledge problems and rectify them."
Ministers and others interviewed
by The Courier-Journal agree that

• See Page 2

Sponsor dislikes weaker teacher bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The lead sponsor of
a bill on teacher quality said he would not want it
to become law in the weakened form that was passed
by the House.
Rep. Harry Moberly said Monday he would not
be in favor of the bill without changes. It was too
early to say whether he would ask Gov. Paul Patton to veto it, Moberly said.
Moberly, D-Richmond was not alone in his dissatisfaction. Robert Sexton, director of the Prichard
Committee education advocacy group, said no one
who had lobbied for the bill would want it as it
now exists. "All its supporters would be very disappointed," Sexton said.
If no bill passes, "it's a disastrous missed opportunity," Sexton said.

The comments came minutes after the bill zipped
through its first Senate vote. The Senate Education
Committee approved it without a word of opposition — almost without discussion of any kind.
Moberly and some education observers had expected another round in what has emerged as a highstakes turf battle involving the Kentucky Education
Association.
The turf is Kentucky's teacher certification agency,
the Education Professional Standards Board.
Moberly's bill would make the board independent of the state Department of Education. It also
would give the board authority over teacher preparation programs at state colleges and universities

• See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

GOING HIGHER...Meghan Black, a cheerleader at Murray
Middle School, gets a helping hand from cheerleading
coach Jill Herndon during the school enrichment session Monday in the high school cafeteria.
•
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Internet clouds future of record merchants
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) — Terry Woodward started in the record business in 1952
as a 14-year-old, delivering 78 rpm records
after school for his father's WaxWorks store
on Frederica Street.
From vinyl records to eight-tracks and
compact dics, a lot has changed in the
record business in the past 48 years. And
now the Internet is muscling in
Last month in San Antonio, Woodward
was installed as chairman of the National

Association of Recording Merchants, a 1,139member organization of people who distribute
and sell what used to be called "records."
Woodward has been a member of the
organization for 30 years and served on its
national board for six. And he can't remember a tougher time to be taking the helm.
Many in the industry worry that as downloading music off the Internet becomes easier over the next couple of years, traditional retail stores may become as endan-

• •.„
.
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gered as cassette tapes — which Woodward expects to disappear in a few years.
"Cassettes arc only 12 percent of the
market now," he said. "Some labels don't
even release some of their product on cassette any more."
But Woodward, who owns a chain of
120 Disc Jockey stores in 35 states, believes
people will always like to shop. They enjoy
the experience of flipping through the bins
of CDs, checking the bargain bin and wan-

dering over to the listening posts, he says.
Woodward is so convinced of the future
of retail music stores that he plans to open
five new Disc Jockeys this year and expand
seven others. And he's continuing to add
coffee shops to his stores in an effort to
attract older shoppers.
But that's not to say that he doesn't see

See Page 2
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• Survey ...
From Page 1
But both measures depend on
the Youth Baseball Association
agreeing to pick up half of the
cost of the baseball field netting.
Dobbs said the netting will cost
$7,796. which includes delivery in
three to four weeks, but not support poles.
The netting. which will be weather treated, should have a life
expectancy of about 10 years.
I)iwbh. said.
Dobbs brought up the nesting
idea in February's meeting after
hoard member David Taylor, the
baseball association president,
pledged $5.000 from N'BA toward
the park's fields and asked the
parks board to match the figure.
Tay lor suggested stringing the
netting at the tops of the fields'
haAstops.
He noted then, and several board
members agreed Monday, that safety was main priority.
"If baseball's main concern is
netting. there's half" of the netting cost, said hoard member Joe
Dale Curd. "I say we put up the
tither half"
-This protects their kids, their
parents.- said board member Danny

2000 POOL RATES
SEASON PASSES
Discount (passes bought
between April 17-May 14)
Single (age 8 and older)
- $60
Family
(two members) - $100
(three members) - $110
(four members) -$115
(five members) - $120
($5 each additional member)
Regular (passes bought
between May 15-July 3)
Single - $70
Family
(two members) - $110
(three members) - $130
(four members) - $140
(five members) - $145
($5 each additional member)

Groups
10 to 14 people - Child
$2; Adult $2.75.
15 to 19 people -Child
$1.75; Adult $2.50.
20 or more - Child $1.50;
Adult $2.25.

Form A
Relay For Life Team

111111M1

In other business, the board:
• Approved charging Murray school
system $450 and Calloway County
schools $420 for the use of park softball fields for high school fast-pitch
games and practices. The difference
in price is based on the number of
times the respective schools would
use the fields, Dobbs said.
• Approved spending $500 for two
sets of shuffleboard equipment and
sealant, paint and stencils for two
courts in the Chestnut Park near the
intersection of North Eighth and Payne
streets. The courts will be used during the Senior Citizen Games in May,
Dobbs said.
• Heard Dobbs' report that Murray police have increased car and bicycle patrols at the parks. He also noted
that some citizen volunteers have taken
down license plate numbers and are
using video cameras to monitor activity in .the park, which has been a frequent target for vandals in the past
two years.
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SPRING TRAINING...Murray High School senior John David Thieke swings at a wiffle ball
during baseball batting practice Monday in the gymnasium.
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will need to be raised.
"They've given no indication
they will (consider additional
told that the $13 million proposed taxes)," Buckingham said.
Buckingham said should a deadfor the replacement of the Blackburn Science Building at Murray lock occur, legislators would be
State University will be kept in faced with one of two options.
The first would be to try and
the budget. He was unsure, though,
whether the other local projects resolve any remaining budget issues
would survive.
over a two-day period in April.
The Republican-controlled Sen- The House and Senate are schedate has stood firm on its no-tax uled to leave March 29 to give
stance thus far. The largely Demo- Patton time to consider legislation
cratic House has been critical of and then return April 11 and F2
that approach, claiming it does not to consider any vetoes.
take into account the revenues that
Buckingham said he believed

somewhere, though."
Buckingham said he has been

• Chief
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this method was used in 1994,
when the state legislature under
then-Gov. Brereton Jones reached
a stalemate in the budget process.
The other option, he said, would
be the more difficult of the two.
"If that doesn't work out, we'll
just have to stay here until we
get it done," Buckingham said.
Sen. Bob Jackson, D-Murray,
was involved in an appropriations
and revenue committee meeting
Tuesday morning and could not
be reached for comment. The full
Senate could vote on a budget as
early as Thursday.
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From Page 1

no local political issue in perhaps
two or three decades has sparked
so much interest among some of
the city's congregations.
The pastors also echo the
thoughts of Chatham, who said
that social justice and respect for
the individual are bedrock convictions of Christianity and
Judaism.
"There are certain moments
when it becomes crystal clear how
much we do not understand each
other," said Chatham, also chairman of the Louisville-Jefferson
County Human Relations Commission.
The controversy prompted the
Louisville-based
Presbyterian
Church (U.S.A.) to release a "statement of concern" that called for
a civilian board to monitor police
action — an unusual step into
advocating public policy for the 2.3million-member denomination.

The Nit originally proposed. a
19-person board, with eight teachers. The KEA demanded — and
got — a teacher majority. With
floor amendments in the House,
the bill now calls for 12 teachers
on a 23-person board. Moberly
said it would be unwieldy.
The chairman of the Senate
Education Committee, Republican
Lindy Casebier of Louisville, said
he wanted the bill to pass in its
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Pool parties
Less 50 people - First hour
$75; each additional hour $50.
50-74 people - First hour
$90; each additional hour $65.
75 or more - First hour
$125: each additional hour
$100.

Day care - $35 per child
Daily fees - 8 and under, (three times per week).
$2.50; 8 and above, $3.25.
(No outside food or drinks
Punch passes (10 visits) allowed inside the pool fence.)

er for those buying them early
17 through May 14).
(April
Hudspeth.
Most pool party rates will return
The parks hoard approved the to 1998 prices after a reduction
netting proposal. pending YBA in rates last year brought in only
agreement to pay half, and the four parties. Dobbs said.
Oni of the few changes will
playground equipment. which will
an increase in the cost per perhe
include monkey bars. a slide and
son of Murray State University
various climbing attachments.
If N'BA votes against paying half, camps trom 50 cents to SI.
The biggest difference, Dobbs
the parks hoard will still put up
the netting, hut won't buy the said. Is "we're not going to allow
outside food and drink inside the
playground equipment.
pool area.In other business, the parks board
In related business, the board
set the swimming pool rates for
the 2000 season, which will go approved a rate of 56.20 per hour
trom May 27 to Aug. 6. Operat- for lifeguards during swimming
ing hours vs ill he noon to 7 p.m. lessons by the American Red Cross.
The board also approved chargMonday through Saturday and 16 p.m. on Sunday s
ing the YMCA 53.75 per hour.
Rates for regular season pass- which includes the use of two
es. daily use, punch 10-v isiti pass- lifeguards, during practice - times
es. groups and thrice-weekly day for its swim team and $125 per
care will remain unchanged.
• swim meet, which includes two
But season passes will he cheap- lifeguards and cleanup for 4 1/2

City
Cot

Child $20, Adult $27

current form. Casebier is a longtime KEA ally.
So is Moberly, who said he
was "disturbed that this got portrayed as an anti-teacher bill, and
it's not. KEA picks the wrong
fights."
Moberly himself made a compromise the union wanted. Before
the bill left the House, Moberly
had deleted language to require middle school teachers to prove their
competency.
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From Page 1
the future of the Internet.
Woodward sees a day in the
not too distant future when his
stores will have Internet kiosks
where customers can download
music onto a CD or into the memory of a digital music player.
"Every (record) company has a
lot of masters of old recordings
that aren't available in any form
today because they wouldn't sell
enough to make it feasible," Woodward said. "But if the masters
could be available to us off the
Internet in our stores, we could

download obscure products for customers."
"It's a pretty tough time," Woodward concedes. "But there are still
a lot of licensing issues that need
to be resolved and a lot of lawsuits to be settled before the Internet can distribute a lot of product."
And he says the record labels
themselves have to worry that artists
will bypass them and sell directly to the consumers.
"Artists like Elton John may
decide they don't need a label
anymore," Woodward said.
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Complex computer doesn't
work: Revenue Cabinet

DEATHS
Mrs. Leona Williams

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — An
"If we didn't think they could
$8 million computer system be cleared up, we wouldn't be here,"
designed to automate the Revenue he told The State Journal on MonCabinet's tax collections is months day.
The system is designed to scan
behind schedule and plagued with
software
problems,
officials documents electronically, process
checks and send them to the bank,
acknowledge.
State officials have withheld pay- and collect the information for use
ments to Scan-Optics Inc., the throughout the cabinet.
If it works as advertised, for
Connecticut-based company supplying the system. They recently example, it can speed the process
of alerting cabinet branches to persigned a $55,000 contract with
sons or corporations behind in payconsulting firm PricewaterhouseCing their taxes.,
oopers to help straighten out the
But problems with the system
mess.
help explain why January's revMeanwhile, cabinet employees enue receipts failed to meet proare doing the work manually.
jections. said Revenue Cabinet Sec"We're plowing new ground retary Mike Haydon.
here." said Dwight Howard, who
The problems kept the state's
as director of the Division of Rev- sales and withholding taxes from
enue Operations is overseeing the being deposited in a timely fashproject. "When you're plowing ion, and from being recognized in
new ground, you hit a lot of the Revenue Cabinet's database.
stumps. And we've hit a lot of
The system was supposed to
stumps."
be processing the state's sales and
Gary Matte, local account man- withholding taxes by now, with
ager for Scan-Optics, said the prob- personal income tax forms to be
lems can be worked out.
added later this year.

Mrs. Leona Williams, 75, Calvert City Convalescent Home, Calvert
City, died Sunday, March 19, 2000, at 5:40 .p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She had retired as housemother for Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity.
She was of Methodist faith.
Her husband, Brent Williams, died Aug. 6, 1994. One sister, Mrs.
Betty Allen, and one brother, J.B. Evans, also preceded her in death.
Born June 24, 1924, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the
late Leon Evans and Bessie Ross Evans.
Survivors include one son, Jimmie Armstrong and wife, Judy, Almo;
one brother, Donnie Evans and wife, Donna Kay, Paducah; five grandchildren, James Armstrong, Nashville, Tenn., Dawn McCuiston and
husband, Eddie, Benton, Kenneth Armstrong, Murray, Lisa Franklin
and husband, Jay, Illinois, and Belvia Holskey and husband, D.J.,
Hazel.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel. John Dale and Gary Evans will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Mrs. Mary Lou Hutson
The funeral for Mrs. Mary Lou Hutson will be Wednesday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. John Dale will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Hutson, 65, Fairmont Street, Paducah, formerly of Calloway
County, died Sunday, March 19, 2000, at 7:15 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Her husband, Clifton Hutson, and one brother, Menon W. Adams,
preceded her in death. Born April 21, 1934, in Trigg County, she was
the daughter of the late John Wesley Adams and Floyd Elizabeth
Cooper Adams.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Carolyn Pounds and husband, Bob, New Concord, and Mrs. Sharon Bessent, Paris, Tenn.; two
sons, John Darnall and husband, Debbie, Murray, and Steve Hutson,
Paducah; eight grandchildren, Clint Rollins, Greta Rollins, Seth Rollins,
Dawn Lucas, Joey Darnall, Jacob Darnall, Tommy Darnall and Stephanie
Bessent; three great-grandchildren.
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Gordon Martifl, Judson Sr.
Memorial services for Gordon Martin Judson Sr. will be Sunday at
2 p.m. at First United Presbyterian Church, Warren, Mich. The Rev.
Tiffany Nucelly-Holleck will officiate. Burial will follow in a cemetery there.
Mr. Judson Sr., 62, South Fifth Street, Murray, died Thursday,
March 16, 2000, at 3:27 a.m. at his home.
Survivors include his fiancee, Judith Green, Murray; two daughters,
Patrice Judson, Detroit, Mich., and Barbara Judson, Warren; two sons,
Gordon M. Judson Jr. and Patrick Judson, Detroit, Mich.; two sisters,
Cleora Bowman, LaSalle, Mich., and Aletta Beethum, Escanoba, Mich.;
three brothers, Henry Judson Jr., Warren, Mich., Harvey Judson, Copac,
Mich., and Kenneth Green, North Carolina; seven grandchildren.

Man pinned in van tried
to cut off arm to escape

a long-

said he
;ot por)ill, and
wrong

DOWNEY, Calif. (AP) —
Trapped for days in a crashed van
as traffic whizzed by only a few
feet away. Lee Risler got so desperate he tried to cut off his pinned
hand with a pocketknife.
Risler's van veered off Interstate 605 and overturned in a ditch
around 3 a.m. Saturday. The 54year-old sandal maker spent the next
2 1/2 days stuck there, his arm
trapped under the van, his feet•hanging out the window and his head
covered with boxes of sandals.
Risler was freed around noon
Monday when a California Department of Transportation worker spotted his 1991 Ford hidden by trees
a few yards off the freeway, about
15 miles southeast of downtown
Los Angeles.
Risler complained of a tremendous thirst and was bleeding from
the hand, but he was coherent,
rescue workers said.
Maintenance worker Joe Ochoa,
the second on the scene, said Risler
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told him, "I tried to amputate my
arm because I'm trapped."
"He did more damage to his
arm than the accident," said
Downey Fire Department Battalion Chief Chuck Seely. "This guy
was definitely in desperation."
Rescue workers rushed Risler
to the St. Francis Medical Center
in Lynwood, where he was in fair
condition late Monday, said hospital spokeswoman Lisa Ciccanti,
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BERNARD KANEJLedger & Times photo
SPRING IS HERE...Monday marked the official first day of
spring, weather notwithstanding, and the row of flowering
trees that bedeck the Rbtary Memorial Tree Park welcome
walkers to the new season.

Guest trombone
recital slated
for 8 p.m. today
A guest artist trombone recital
will be tonight (Tuesday) at 8 p.m.
in the performing arts hall of the
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
Featured guest will be Tony
Baker of the University of North
Texas playing the trombone. His
accompanist will be Alejandro Cremaschi of Ohio University.
Admission is free and the public is invited.
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What's Your Bank
DoneFor You Lately?

Risler was driving from his high
desert home in Lucerne Valley to
sell sandals at a craft fair in Hermosa Beach when the accident
occurred. Investigators did not
immediately determine Monday
why his van left the highway.
Risler's wife, Bryn Risler, said
family members went to the Hermosa Beach show and wondered
where Risler was. They even called•
the Highway Patrol.
"I knew he was hurt," Bryn
Risler said.
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A Better Way to Invest in
Internet Companies
The Internet is changing the way we work, the way we live, and the
way we do business. It is even changing the way many people think
of investing. While many people are trying to decide which dot corn
company to invest in, we believe you should take a different approach—focus on companies that are providing access to, and creating
the content and infrastructure for the Internet.

Where are all the familiar faces you used to see at your bank?

The Internet Portfolio:
>. Consists of 30 carefully selected, Internet-related companies.
".• Follows a disciplined, unmanaged "Buy & Hold" strategy.
)0. Can be purchased with one low minimum investment.
00 Is diversified across many industries including communications
services, data networking, and computer hardware and software.

in 11101411%

With mergers and sell-outs, most banks have lost their personal
touch. But not The Murray Bank.
We're committed to treating you like the neighbors you

If knowing what you own is important, then investing in the Internet
Portfolio may be a better way to invest.

are. And you'll recognize us, because our employees

It is important to note that companies engaged in business related to the Internet are
subject to fierce competition and their products and services may be subject to rapid
obsolescence. Units ofthe portfolio may be worth more or less than the original
purchase price at the time ofredemption. You may buy a portfolio that terminates in
either 18 months or five years.

LE
ALL:

have more than 200 years of banking experience right
here in Murray. Come bank with the

Ask for a free prospectus containing more complete information including the sales
charges and expenses, and a discussion ofthe risks associated with equity investment
Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.

faces you know and trust.
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Scandals an inspiration

FROM OUR READERS
Representative should have voted
Dear Editor:
I'm writing to express my disappointment at our state representative's lack of voting on a wet/dry
bill Tuesday in Frankfort.
According to an associated press article, this bill would have allowed cities to put the wet/dry issue
on the ballot without requiring a petition first. I'm in favor of that.
The petitions have been misused in the past and have resulted in a complete lack of privacy that
the voting booth provides.
Also, the bill sounded really good in that it would have allowed citizens to approved selected
restaurants and hotels to be wet without allowing taverns or package stores.
Our representative, Buddy Buckingham, didn't even vote! If he had voted for it, it would have
passed, requiring only a simple majority. The vote was tied and is now dead.
We elect our representatives to take a stand- not sit out on controversial issues.
We must attract new business if we want our college graduates to stop leaving, if we want our
homes to appreciate and if we want nicer restaurants to go to on special days.
How do we attract new business? With a less restrictive environment. We need to go wet, even if
in nice restaurants only. We could have voted to have no bars.
I for one am sorry that Mr.Buckingham appears to be looking out for his own job by trying to
please everyone. The problem is, when an elected official refuses to vote, we all lose. Remember this
on election day.
And remember it when • your children and grandchildren move away. The wet/dry issue isn't about
sleezy bars, its about jobs.
Barbara S. Tompkins
1003 Riverwood Road
Murray, KY 42071

TVA continues to fulfill its mission
Dear Editor:
The Tennessee Valley region is blessed with an abundance ot natural resources, and managing those
resources to benefit the public is an important pan of TVA's mission. On behalf of the TVA Board,
I am pleased to let you know that TVA is taking another step to ensure that we fulfill this responsibility
On March 17. a new citizen advisory group known as the Regional Resource Stewardship Council
(Council) convened its first session. Established under the Federal Advisory Committee Act, this 20person Council will advise TVA on how we can balance competing priorities and best manage the
region's natural resources. The Council members represent a wide range of interests in TVA's management of the Tennessee River system, including navigation, flood control, power supply, public land
use, water quality and recreation. More information about the Council and iis operations is available
on our website at www.tva.com.
Directors Skila Harris and Glenn McCullough and 1.look forward to learning from this group's ideas
and input as we make policy decisions. With the Council's advice and your continued support, TVA
will become an even stronger steward of the region's natural resources.
Craven Crowell, chairman
Tennessee Valley Authority Board
400 West Summit Hill Dr.
Knoxville. TN 37902-1499
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LAWRENCE L. ICNUTSON
Associated Press Writer
Authors have mined the fools'
gold of Washington with unflagging persistence ever since, discovering a rich vein from which
to extract novels and murder mysteries and spy thrillers.
Just to leaf through a few mysteries that choose the Senate as a
backdrop is to find fictional murder victims strewn under the chandeliers: stuffed under a grating in
the Senate basement, slumped in
a Senate subway car, stabbed at
a crowded Senate reception, gunned
down in mid-speech on the Senate floor itself.
Thriller writer Tom Clancy did
in almost everyone that mattered
by slamming a jumbo jet into the
House chamber during a joint meeting of Congress. Having further
novels to write, he spared his hero.
Margaret Truman Daniel, President Truman's daughter, has made
Washington institutions and neighborhoods settings for all of her
long series of murder mysteries,
starting with "Murder in the White
House," a best seller in 1980, and
"Murder on Capitol Hill" in 1981.
"My mother seems to have a
strong opinion, often bad, of almost
everyone in Washington," her son,
Clifton Truman Daniel, said in a
memoir. "That's why she writes
these murder mysteries, so she can
kill them all .off, one at a time."
One of the most recent cases
of Capitol murder occurs in the
opening chapters of "Juneteenth,"
Ralph Ellison's 1999 posthumous
-exploration of the American racial
divide in the 1950s.
Race-baiting Sen. Adam Sunraider is in full voice on the Senate floor when a man rises in the
public gallery, and fires as the
senator asks himself, "Is it me?
Am I his target?"
Perhaps inevitably, members of
Congress began writing mysteries

and thrillers set in the territory
they know best, sometimes taking
a shot at a favorite target.
"The regular senators are going
to eat me alive," says a new female
senator in "Capitol Offense," the
1996 novel by Sen. Barbara Mikulski, D-Md., and co-author Marylouise Oates.
"Give 'em heartburn," a friend
replies. "Anyway, you're not irregular. You're just a woman."
"Around here, that's fairly irregular," the senator replies.
Former Sen. William S. Cohen,
now secretary of defense, has written a number of Washington mysteries, including "Murder in the Senate" and "The Double Man," with
former Sen. Gary Hart.
Alan Drury, who first knew the
Senate as a journalist, wrote a
long series of Washington novels,
most based in the Senate. One,
"Mark Coffin, USS," published in
1979, gave this description of the
principal occupation of a oneindustry town:
"In Washington, politics, the
company business, went on —
Enormously Interesting, Excruciatingly Vital, Intensely Passionate,
Terribly Involved, Frightfully SelfCentered and Self Hypnotized —
as always."
Drury's "Advise and Consent,"
nearly everyone's hvorite Washington novel, centers on a titanic
struggle to confirm a nominee for
secretary of state.
And when it is over, this final
paragraph:
"So they rode on, old friends
from the Senate together carrying
their country's hopes, while below
America sped away, the kindly,
pleasant greening land about to
learn whether history still had a
place for a nation so strangely
composed of great ideals and uneasy
compromise as she."

Would privacy panel help?
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KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The Herald-Leader, Lexington
House Democrats want Kentucky's May primary
election, and the corresponding January filing deadline. to come one week earlier in the year.
Senate Republicans, on the other hand, want an
early August primary with a- late spring filing deadline.
In this dispute, GOP senators are right. Well,
almost right.
A late August or September primary would be
better, since schools would have opened and fewer
voters would be on vacation. Also, voting on a
Saturday, rather than a Tuesday, would be more
convenient.
The real concern of House Democrats isn't the
primary. It's that all-important filing deadline. The
first three weeks of every regular legislative session are pretty much wasted because lawmakers
fear any votes they cast might prompt someone to
run against them. Once the filing deadline passes,
they feel free to get down to work.
An earlier primary and filing deadline might
make lawmakers a bit more productive, for good
or had purposes. earlier in the session.
But it also would protect them, even more than
they're protected now, from having to run on their
record. They don't deserve such protection. The
state would be better off without the lawmakers
who quiver at the thought of being held accountable by voters.
Besides, a late summer primary would shorten
Kentucky's political season, thereby providing the
state's citizens with some welcome relief from
what is now a year-round political season. And
that's a very pleasant prospect.
The Winchester Sun

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
senator was evidently corrupt by
nature. The younger woman who
declined his offer of marriage concluded he could no more separate
right from wrong than a colorblind man could distinguish red
from green.
The avaricious lawmaker was
Sen. Silas P. Ratcliffe, the fictional creation of Henry Adams,
the disillusioned grandson and great
grandson of two U.S. presidents
whose moral rectitude was unquestioned even by their enemies.
Adams' 1880 novel, "Democracy" — he published it anonymously — grew out of the author's
cynical despair over the murk of
corruption that had fouled American institutions in the roaring
years after the Civil War.
Here is Ratcliffe at his most
candid: "If Washington were president now he would have to learn
our ways or lose the next election. ... If virtue won't answer our
purpose we must use vice, or our
opponents will put us out of office."
"Democracy" was an early contribution to an ever-increasing procession of Washington novels, fictional explorations of the front
parlors and back rooms of the
capital.
Mark Twain and his co-author,
Charles Dudley Warner, are commonly credited with inventing the
breed in their 1873 novel, "The
Gilded Age," a book that gave its
name to an era. In its pages, Sen.
Abner Dilworthy is portrayed as
"a pious hypocrite, a sleek, oily
fraud, a reptile who manipulates
temperance movements, prayer
meetings. Sunday schools, public
charities, missionary enterprises,
all for his private benefit."
At one point, a character explains
just how much a congressional
appropriation actually costs from
the money available to buy it:
"A majority of the House committee, say $10,000 apiece; a majority of the Senate committee, the
same each, — say $40,000; a little extra to one or two chairmen
..., say $10,000 each — $20,000;
and there's $100,000 of the money
gone, to begin with."

While the calendar indicates spring won't officially arrive for several weeks, cold temperatures
haven't kept some in all communities from walking or jogging at every possible opportunity.
A number of walkers use area sidewalks, but
not all neighborhoods have sidewalks, and that
means sometimes people have no choice but to
walk in the street, or along rural roadways. Joggers generally choose the street because there are
no curbs, no broken patches of sidewalk to negotiate.
However, walking or jogging in the street or
roadway can be dangerous. because of the presence of cars and trucks, any of which is capable
of crippling or killing a walker or jogger who
ventures into their path. Certainly it behooves all
who walk or jog in the street or roadway to exercise great caution.
That means they will walk or jog on the left
side of the street or road, facing oncoming traffic
at all times. Unfortunately, some walk or jog on
the right side, with their hack to traffic on their
side of the road. That's extremely dangerous,
because they need to see what's coming and be
prepared to step out of the way if necessary. Some
compound the danger by wearing small radio or
tape player headphones.
Not only do they need to be able to see what's
approaching them. they also need to be able to
hear it, and while music may help the time pass,
they could grow tired of it if laid up in bed for
months because they failed to hear an approaching vehicle. Those who choose to walk before sunrise and after sunset need to wear light-colored,
reflectorized clothing to enhance their chances of
being seen.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Even
as the push for new laws protecting the privacy of consumers
on the Internet appears to be picking up speed, two congressmen want
to create a commission to study
privacy issues for 18 months and
hold at least 20 hearings across
the country.
Supporters of new federal privacy laws — who are encouraged
by recent pronouncements of support from public polls and by some
lawmakers — offered lukewarm
support, even skepticism for the
Idea.
Reps. Asa Hutchinson, R-Ark.,
and Jim Moran, D-Va., this week
introduced a bill to form a 17member' national privacy commission to study for up to 18 months
questions surrounding Internet privacy, identity theft and protections
for health, medical and financial
records.
Under the proposal, the panel
would hold at least 20 public hearings nationwide before submitting
a report about privacy threats that
includes recommendations whether
new laws are needed.
The commission was expected
to cost about $17 million.
So far, the Clinton administration has urged U.S. companies to
regulate among themselves ways
they protect consumer privacy on
the Internet, such as under programs run by the Better Business
Bureau or Truste, which audit companies that volunteer to participate.
The industry fears mandatory
privacy rules that could raise its
costs even in these earliest stages

Letters ...
Letters should he sent

Murray Ledger and
Times, P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to
(502) 753-1927.
to:

WASHINGTON TODAY
TED BRIDIS
Associated Press Writer
of electronic commerce.
"It's going to be your way or
the government's way — your
choice," warned Orson Swindle, a
member of the Federal Trade Commission, in a speech this week to
Internet companies.
He urged companies to do a
better job safeguarding the privacy of their customer data and for
executives to review their Web sites'
promises to protect that information.
But amid increasing public concerns about the threat of privacy
violations made possible by new
technologies, some lawmakers and
other government officials believe
it increasingly likely that new laws
are inevitable — possibly as early
as this year.
"This whole thing of Internet
privacy is just going to explode,"
Rep. Joe Barton, R-Texas, told a
meeting this week of the Consumer Federation of America.
"Hutchinson said the national privacy commission he envisions
wouldn't prevent Congress from
considering related proposals. and
it could issue interim reports on
specific privacy questions before
the end of 18 months.
"It would not foreclose individual privacy legislation from
going forward," Hutchinson said.

"The privacy commission bill can
move forward singularly as the
only privacy protection effort, or
it can move forward in a complimentary fashion with other privacy bills."
Supporters of new privacy laws,
who generally argue that the industry's self-regulation hasn't proved
effective, weren't impressed.
Some suggested the commission could be a delay tactic.
"The fact it's a study commission is the reason privacy advocates are at best lukewarm," said
Marc Rotenberg of the Washington-based Electronic Privacy Information Center. "It's a little late
in the day to have a study commission. The mood in the country right now is in support of
some action."
"If this should really be called
the privacy procrastination act,
thafi exactly what we don't need,"
said Jason Catlett of Junkbusters
Corp., a New Jersey-based privacy advocate.
Hutchinson said that won't be
the commission's tact.
"They yearn for a faster track.
and I'm in sympathy for that," tkit
said. "As time goes on, political
realism will set in. It's difficult
to get consensus on some of the
individual (privacy) efforts."
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Four pianists to be
featured in benefit
LifeHouse Care Center for Women will take early registrations for the Walk-for-Life on Saturday at 10 a.m. at the Calloway County High School Track today, Wednesday and Thursday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the center at 1506 Chestnut St.,
Murray.
Registration will start Saturday at 9:30 a.m. In the event of
rain or cold temperatures, the walk will be moved inside to the
high school gym at the same location. The course will be two
miles in length. Special music and games will be featured. After
the walk, lunch will be served. Everyone who raises $50 or
more will receive a Walk-for-Life t-shirt.
Those wishing to donate to the center may mail their checks
to LifeHouse Care Center, 1506 Chestnut St., Murray, KY 42071.
Statistics for services to 146 client visits by LifeHouse during January and February include 46 pregnancy tests with 20
'tive and 26 negative; client intention (positive tests only)
w e 14 by carry/parent, two by abortion and four undecided;
aterials ministry, 52 for baby supplies, five for maternity
clothes and three for both; other services, three for abortion
counseling, five for pregnancy counseling, four for other counsel/information, nine for spiritual counsel, five for gift bags and
14 for baby bucks.
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Stalls and Duncan
wedding on May 27

Soccer board meeting tonight

Mr. and Mrs. Fred P. Stalls of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Kimberly Michelle Stalls,
to Russell Charles Duncan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Duncan of
Murray.
Miss Stalls is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Hargiss of
Hopkinsville, and of Mrs.. Mildred K. Stalls and the late Buel E.
Stalls Sr. of Murray.
Mr. Duncan is the grandson of Mrs. Dortha Duncan and the late
Buel Duncan of Almo, and of Mrs. Myrtle Duncan and the late
Clarence Duncan of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1996 graduate of Calloway County High school
and is a senior majoring in computer information systems at Murray
State University. She plans to graduate in December 2000. She is
employed in the Computer Science Information System office at MSU
and is a member of First Baptist Church of Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1994 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is a carpenter/contractor for Duncan Construction. He is
a member of Sugar Creek Baptist Church of Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 27, 2000. at 6 p.m. at First
Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow at the Murray Country Club.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
After the wedding the couple will reside in Murray.

Lodge meeting is tonight
Woodmen of the World Lodge 138 will meet tonight (Tuesday)
at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's. A representative from Wyatt Farms will
speak about "Horticulture." All members are urged to attend.

Compassionate Friends will meet
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Hearts in Motion will meet today (Tuesday) at 5:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. This is a group of people from
different churches that meets to pray for the school leaders, teacher
and children and to get the Ten Commandments put back in the
schools. All interested persons are invited.

Murray-Calloway County Soccer Board will have its monthly
meeting tonight (Tuesday) at 8 p.m. at Briggs & Stratton. For
more information call Mack Harris at 759-2544.
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Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
administration annex conference room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. "Parents who have experienced .the death of a child find
comfort at the meetings which combine education about sorrow
and grief and how to work through the grieving process," said
Kerry Lambert, hospital chaplain. This is open to families, regardless of the age of the parents or their child. For information -Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

VA representative at post office
A veterans field representative will be available to provide counseling and give assistance in filing claims for state and federal
benefits on Wednesday from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Wednesday at the
Murray Post Office on Chestnut Street.

Southwest plans special event
Southwest Elementary School Relay for Life of the American
Cancer Society will have "Pet Picture Day" on Friday from 3 to
8 p.m. at the school. Fifty percent of the proceeds will go to
Relay for Life. Pictures must be paid for at the time they are
made and packages are available.
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Kite Flying Contest Saturday
Murray-Calloway county Park and The Murray Bank will sponsor a kite flying contest on Saturday at 1 p.m. at the Chestnut
Street Park Ballfield, North Eighth and Chestnut Streets. Anyone
17 years of age and younger may compete. All participants must
be able to hold their own kite with the exception of children, five
and under. Categories are smallest kite, largest kite, best homemade
kite, and longest flight time. Participants may enter all categories
but there is a $1 per category entry fee. Registration deadline is
5 p.m. Wednesday with entsies at the park office at 900 Payne St.
For information call 762-0325.

SS representative here Thursday
A Social Security representative will be here Thursday from
10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library.
The representative will he able to help fill out necessary forms for
benefits.

Lutheran event on Thursday
During the Lenten season Immanuel Lutheran Church will have
services at 7:15 p.m. each Thursday. A soup supper will be served
at 6 p.m. The public is invited to attend.

East taking nominations
East Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council is
now taking nominations for member-parent representatives for the
council. Nominations will be accepted through March 30 with the
special election to he April 11 at 6:30 p.m. at the school.
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The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will present "Pianos On Parade," a benefit concert featuring four grand
pianos, on March 31 at 7:30 p.m.
in the performing arts hall of
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
Playing the pianos will be Beth
Brockman, Angie Massey, Beth
Runnels and Pamela Seward.
Also on the program will be
numbers by the Woman's Club Chorus and Ensemble,and several vocal
soloists.
Tickets are $7 each and may
be purchased from any department
member or by calling 759-2001.
Proceeds from the concert will
be used to fund sophomore music
scholarships at Murray State University.

Infant, Toddler
4-20 Prep Siies

Swills speaks to Kiwanis
The health industry is seeing
increased emphasis on well-care
in contrast to sick-care, according
to Catherine Sivills, public relit
tions coordinator for home care
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Speaking to the Murray Kiwanis Club on Thursday evening,
Sivills said that giving emphasis
to maintaining good health is the
best way to take care of yourself
earlier and better.
The center will offer outpatient
physical therapy, including use of
a whirlpool.
There will be a women's preventative health area where mammography and. ultrasound procedures will be performed.
An open gym area will allow
aerobics. An Olympic-size swimming pool will permit swimming
16sons and aquatic arthritic classes.
The center will be the location
for the PrimeLife Program for
those 55 years of age and older.
Sivills said "that the Wellness

Center i§ being constructed without borrowed money.She emphasized that Wellness
Center programs are medically
based with staffing by degree people.
Projected opening date is Aug.
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We are pleased
to have these
couples registered
through our
Bridal Registry.
Miranda Dunn * Jamie Elkins
Cheryl Armes• Rodney Reider
Angela Long • Andy Durham
Penny Wyatt • Derek Benefiel
Amanda McGuire * Eddie McGuire
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in the program sAhich includes
adult education and literacy, tutoring of special needs students, training in basic employment skills
and the GED program.
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Educational groups
present program
Representatives of the West Kentucky Educational Cooperative and
Alternative Education Center at
Murray State University presented a program at a meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club at Pagliai's
Speakers were Vonnie Hays.
staff member,Shannon Farley. project coordinator for jobs and adults
program, and Jayne Crisp, executive director.
The speakers said this region
has 28 school systems included

Most Loan Decisions in 1 Hour
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Finance

ROTARY MEETING - Presenting a program at a recent meeting of Murray Rotary were, from left, Vonnie Hays, Shannon Farley and Jayne Crisp.
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Upsets
spark
chaos in
tourney Shaq, Lakers
l'here's now documented
proof that you should never take
my advice on anything - or
at least not on predictions for
the NCAA tournament.
• With a wide-open tournament field and plenty of upsets
expected in the 64-team foray.
I figured it would be smart to
dot my bracket with a cluster
of first-round surprises. (see
Dayton over Purdue, Ball State
over UCLA, etc.).
And, to no one's surprise.
upsets did occur ... but not
in the opening round.
Only three lower-seeded
teams - No. 10 Gonzaga, No.
10 Seton Hall and No. 11 Pepperdine - managed to make it
out of the first round.
However, the upset bug
struck in Round 2 - claiming
No. 1 seeds Arizona and Stanford and No. 2 seeds St. John's,
Temple and Cincinnati.
And if that wasn't enough,
my two dark horse Final Four
picks - Indiana and Texas were eliminated in the first
and second rounds. respectively.
All of that has left me in
an embarrassing position in the
Ledger & Times office pool
... dead-dog last.
How can this be? How is
it that the sports editor of the
local newspaper can be in last
place in his office pool?
That's like Cindy Crawford
finishing last in a beauty contest! Its just not supposed to
happen.
To top it all off, our managing editor. Amy Wilson. leads
the pack with 44 of a possible 64 points through two
rounds. That's not supposed to
happen either.
Please let me know if you
have any tips on rigging office
pools. No, I'm just kidding.
But it does prove one point,
however - it's next to impossible to predict what will happen in this tournament.
Who would have expected
Gonzaga - a small Catholic
school in the Pacific Northwest - to repeat last year's
Cinderella appearance in the
Sweet 16?
Please call me if you also
had Wisconsin, Seton Hall or
Miami (Fla.) advancing past
the first two rounds.
You might have gotten one
of those right, but you're in
the wrong profession if you
had all three.
So what will happen next?
Well, as you might expect.
it's hard to tell.
In the West region, Wisconsin will battle Louisiana
State while Purdue will tangle
with those surprising Zags.
Michigan State-Syracuse and
UCLA-Iowa State highlight the
Midwest's final four.
Friday's matchups include
Duke vs. Florida and Oklahoma State against Seton Hall
in the Fast. In the South, North
Carolina will face Tennessee

III See Page 7

By The Associated Press
The Los Angeles Lakers are returning home after
another hugely successful road trip, this one almost as
impressive as The last one.
Shaquille O'Neal had eight points and a dazzling assist
during a 22-2 run that put 'Los Angeles ahead to stay,
and the Lakers won 100-89 at Miami on Monday night
in their final Eastern Conference road game of the season.
Less than a month ago, the Lakers returned home 6a road trip to the East. Then they left for anothfrom
0
er trip, and this one ended 4-1.
The Lakers, playing their fourth game in five nights,
survived a slow start to win for the 22nd time in 23
games.
"This team is making me a believer." coach Phil Jackson said. -They're , making me look good."
In other NBA games. Philadelphia edged Charlotte
102-96. Phoenix downed Boston 110-106, Orlando outlasted Chicago 88-86 in overtime, Cleveland topped Houston 98-85 and Washington beat the Los Angeles Clippers 105-93.
O'Neal blocked Alonzo Mourning's shot three straight
times early in the second half to spark the pivotal spurt
by the Lakers. They overcame a I5-point second-half
deficit to snap Miami's franchise-record I3-game home
winning streak.
It was O'Neal's shot-blocking that reversed the momen-

See Page 7

and
SHAO RULES.. Lakers' center Shaquille O'Neal scored 28 points
the
over
victory
pulled down 12 rebounds in a come-from-behind
Miami Heat Monday night.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Larry Ivy, C. M. Newton's handpicked successor as University of
Kentucky athletics director, has
been named to the job.
Newton
December,
In
announced his plans to retire and
said he would recommend Ivy,
senior associate director of athletics, for the position. Newton
retires June 30 after II years in
the job. Pending approval by the
university's board of trustees at
its April 4 meeting, Ivy would begin
his new duties July 1.
"He loves this place, he's committed his life to it and I think
that's important," Newton said."It's
kind of like a player. You want
a player that really wants to be
there and be a part of it. And
(Ivy) wants to do that."
Ivy was named athletics director on Monday. He was the only
candidate interviewed by an eightperson advisory committee to the
board.
Ivy, a 3I-year-employee of the
school, has overseen Kentucky's
athletic budget for 23 years, during which time it has grown from
$3 million to $32 million.
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Louisiana Tech avoids upset with late heroics
game
By CHUCK SCHOFFNER
"That was pretty scary all right," FrierWriter
AP Sports
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Cubs lose Valdes
to disabled list
By The Associated Press
The news out of the Chicago
Cubs' training camp wasn't exactly shocking: Another pitcher went
on the disabled list.
That seemed to happen one or
two times a week last season.
Ismael Valdes. scheduled to start
the season opener against the New
York Mets in Tokyo on March
29, was put on the DL Monday
because of tendinitis in his right
shoulder. He'll be eligible to come
off April 5.
"I'm angry," Valdes said. "I'm
not happy with the decision, but
there's nothing I can do. I have
to go with it. I don't want to
make an issue out of it. It's what
it is.
Valdes has had a sore shoulder
the past few days, and manager
Don Baylor said Saturday that
Valdes might be done for the
spring. Valdes started taking antiinflammatories Sunday and the
shoulder felt better by Monday
morning.
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"We just want to make sure
we take care of it now and it's
not an issue that moves into April
and May and June," general manager Ed Lynch said.
With Valdes out, Jon Lieber
will likely pitch the opener and
Kyle Farnsworth the second game.
Cubs pitcher Kerry Wood, the
1998 NL Rookie of the Year, also
figures to start the season on the
DL as he recovers from reconstructive elbow surgery. Wood, who
pitched for the first time last weekend, is expected back later in
April.
Outfielder Glenallen Hill also
appears headed for the disabled
list after pulling his left hamstring
Sunday. Doctors have said it could
be two to three weeks before Hill
is ready to play, manager Don
Baylor said.
Sammy Sosa, meanwhile. sat
out Monday's game and will skip
Tuesday's because of a hangedup knee he got in a home-plate
collision,
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(42) sharpens his skills
SPRING INTO ACTION...Calloway County wideout Caleb Smith
football drills Monday.
against a member of the Laker practice squad during spring
this week.
The Lakers will continue spring practice through Thursday of
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A third-team all-state selection
during her sophomore season, Benningfield also blocked 2.8 shots
abethtown, Mandy Harmon of Shel- 29-1 record before losing to Berea and dished out 2.2 assists this
don Clark and Danika Cox of on a pair of last-second free throws year.
in the llth Region semifinals, was
"She's a special player, and the
Montgomery County.
Murray High senior point guard selected coach of the year by the type of player a coach dreams of."
Lindsay Lawson received honor- state's sports writers and broad- Assumption coach Tom Creamer
said. "She makes everyone else
able mention status after leading casters.
Benningfield, a 6-foot-3 senior around her a better basketball playthe Lady Tigers to a 24-7 record
and winning the First Region scor- headed to Vanderbilt in the fall, er.
ing title with 21.9 points per game. ranked among the state's top 10
Bryan Station's Jackie Williams, with 12.6 rebounds (sixth) and II See Page 7
who led the Lady Defenders to a 21.9 points (tenth) per game.

Lawson gets honorable mention nod

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — For
the second straight year, Assumption's Jenni Benningfield and Bish- Leslie Logsdon.
op Brossart's Katie Schwegmann
The all-state second team is
head the list of players named to composed of Jamie Truitt of Apolthe 2000 Associated Press all-state lo, LaToyia Hall of Southern, Leah
girls basketball teams.
Lineberry of Marshall County,CamBenningfield and Schwegmann, ryn Whitaker of Harrison County
who also were tabbed for first- and Tamaka Clay of Bryan Stateam honors last year, are joined tion.
on the first team by Warren CenThird-team selections were Erica
tral's SeSe Helm. West Carter's Hallman of Holmes, Allyson Baker
Kandi Brown and Hart County's of Berea, Becky Schubeler of Eliz-

403 Sycamore St. • Murray
Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m. • 270-753-7483
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better than 40 percent from 3Bishop Brossart coach Ray Kues
From Page 6
point range this year."
said. "She adjusted well and real"She's totally team oriented. ly had a great season. At the same
Hart County coach Tommy
There's been several times I've time, she understood that she needAdams
called Logsdon "the glue
had to pull her aside and tell her ed to rely on her teammates to
our team together." The
that
holds
she needs to take control or shoot become a better player."
scorer, Logsthird-leading
state's
a little more."
Warren Central coach Todd
don averaged 24.7 points, eight
Schwegmann, the only junior Steward said he's never coached
rebounds, 6.4 assists and 5.2 steals
selected to the first team, aver- a player as versatile as Helm, a
to lead the Lady Raiders into the
aged 22.6 points, 6.8 rebounds, 6-4 center who led the state in
Sweet Sixteen.
4.6 steals and 4.1 assists this sea- scoring (29.4) and was fourth in
son. She scored 723 points to rebounding (13.2) this season. She
"She's got a lot of God-given
break her own single-season scor- was a third-team all-state pick each
talent and can play every position
ing record and already has 2,037 of the last two years.
on the floor," Adams said of his
career points with a year of eli"She's such a great kid with a 5-10 senior guard/forward, who
gibility remaining.
has committed to Western Kentremendous work ethic," Steward
"We lost three valuable starters said of Helm, a Kentucky signee. tucky. "She's the most outstandbefore the season, so there was "She's a big girl, but she can do
ing passer I've ever seen and has
some extra pressure on her this so many things. She's obviously
more floor awareness than any playyear to be a scorer and a leader," tough inside, but she also shot er in the state."

Pro wrestling tour to visit Murray Friday
The Old School Wrestling Federation will present professional wrestling Friday at 8 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on Hwy. 121 N in Murray.
Wrestlers scheduled to appear include Midnight Angel, Bad Boy Phillips, Gator
McAllister, V-Man, Clarence Clippenback, Big Hoss and Bad Company.
Tickets are $7 for adults and 65 for children ages 6-12; children 5 and
under will be admitted for free. Free T-shirts will be given away to the first
50 kids admitted with a child and an adult paid admission.
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KINTUCKY FARM SURSAU INSURANCE

"Call me today for a
complimentary review of
your family's insurance needs."
(270)763-1703 310 SOUTH 4TH ST1UIET, MURRAY.KY
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL EXHIBITION
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W
L Pct.
Oakland
14
3 .824
Tampa Bay
12
7 .632
11
7 611
Toronto
7 .563
Baltimore
9
12
10 .545
Minnesota
Cleveland
10
9 526
Detroit
9
9 500
Texas
9
9 .500
Chicago
11
12 .478
Anaheim
11 .450
9
12 .429
Kansas City
9
7 10 .412
Seattle
7
Boston
12 .368
17 .227
5
New York
(NOTE: Split-squad games count in the standings, ties do not; games against non-major
league teams do not.)
Monday's Gaines
Florida 7, Los Angeles 6
Philadelphia 8,. St. Louis 7, 10 innings
Kansas City 9, Detroit 4
Minnesota 7, Boston 4
New York Mets 4, Cleveland 2
Arizona 8, Milwaukee (ss) 6
Chicago Cubs 12, Milwaukee (ss) 7
Anaheim 9, San Francisco 8
Oakland 16, San Diego 6
Chicago White Sox 5, Seattle 1
Texas 6, Cincinnati 3
Pittsburgh 5, New York Yankees 1

NATIONAL LEAGUE
W
L Pet.
15
6 .714
Arizona
11
6 .647
Montreal
12
7 .632
Houston
11
7 .611
Pittsburgh
12
8 .600
Chicago
12
8 .600
Philadelphia
10
7 .588
San Diego
11
8 .579
St. Louis
13
10 .565
New York
9
9 .500
Atlanta
11
12 .478
Cincinnati
7
13 .350
Florida
12 .333
6
Colorado
14 .300
6
Milwaukee
12 .294
San Francisco
5
15 .211
4
Los Angeles
Today's Gaines — All Times CST
Philadelphia vs. Montreal, 12:05 p.m.
St. Louis vs. Baltimore, 12:05 p.m.
Cleveland vs. Detroit, 12:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay vs. Texas, 12:05 p.m.
San Francisco vs. Colorado, 2:05 p.m.
Chicago Cubs vs. San Diego, 2:05 p.m.
Anaheim vs. Chicago White Sox, 2:05 p.m.
Florida vs. Atlanta (ss), 6:05 p.m.
Kansas City (ss) vs. Houston, 6:05 p.m.
New York Mets vs. Los Angeles, 6:05 p.m.
Atlanta (ss) vs. Kansas City (ss), 6:05 p.m.
Toronto vs. New York Yankees, 6:15 p.m.
Arizona vs. Oakland, 8:05 p.m.

turn.
"That gave them a sense of
power," Heat coach Pat Riley said.
"I had to pick up my defense,"
O'Neal said, "and I did."
Otherwise, Mourning more than
held his own in the matchup of
All-Star centers, finishing with 33
points and 13 rebounds. O'Neal

• Upsets ...

From Page 6

national runner-up last year, got

ern Kentucky 90-70 in the East;
Texas Tech downed Tulane 76-59
in the Mideast; Old Dominion
defeated Southern Methodist 9676 in the Midwest and North Carolina beat Rice 83-50 in the West.
Three of the top 16 seeds failed
to advance to the regional semifinals after all 16 made it last
year. Those losing were Purdue,
seeded fourth in the East; thirdseeded Mississippi State in the
West; and fourth-seeded Cal Santa
Barbara in the West.
In the regional semifinals, all
Saturday night, it will be Connecticut vs. Oklahoma and Duke
vs. LSU in the East at Richmond,
Va.; Tennessee vs. Virginia and
Texas Tech vs. Notre Dame in the
Mideast at Memphis; Louisiana
Tech vs. Old Dominion and Penn
State vs. Iowa • State in the Midwest at Kansas City; and Georgia
vs. North Carolina and Rutgers
vs. Alabama-Birmingham in the
West.
Louisiana Tech fans saluted Barmore when he walked onto the court
Monday, chanting his name and
waving signs that read "Thanks
for the Memories Leon," and "We
love you Leon."
Afterwards, fans again chanted
Barmore's name until he returned
to the court to acknowledge them.
"It was a great crowd," he said.
"They helped us with a really
tough win. We've played teams
in the Final Four that weren't as
good as Vanderbilt. That's how
much this game has improved."
Frierson led Louisiana Tech with
18 points. Chantelle Anderson
scored 23 for ninth-seeded Vanderbilt (21-13).
Fifth-seeded Oklahoma rallied
against Purdue after trailing 4225 in the first half and 59-46 with
11 minutes left. LaNeishea Caufield, who led Oklahoma (25-7)
with 26 points, sank two free throws
with 1:03 left to give the Sooners a 73-32 lead, and they held
on.
"They never lost faith," said
coach Sherri Coale, who turned
Oklahoma into a winner after a
5-22 season in 1996-97. "They
never doubted they would win."
Camille Cooper scored a careerhigh 34 points for Purdue (23-8).
EAST
At Durham, N.C.
Duke 90, Western Kentucky
70
Second-seeded Duke (28-5), the

25 points each from Georgia
Schweitzer and freshman Sheana
Mosch to make the regional semifinals for the third straight year.
ShaRae Mansfield scored 21 for
10th-seeded Western Kentucky (229), which had only nine active
players.
MIDEAST
At Knoxville, Tenn.
Tennessee 75, Arizona 60
All-American Tamika Catchings
scored 21 points to lead Tennessee,
which never trailed after she scored
for a 4-3 lead. The Lady Vols
were so quick in transition that
Arizona did not score a single
fast-break point. Angela Lackey had
13 points for eighth-seeded Arizona (25-7).
At Lubbock, Texas
Texas Tech 76, Tulane 59
Keitha Dickerson's running 3pointer at the halftime buzzer gave
Texas Tech (27-4) a 36-24 lead,
and the third-seeded Lady Raiders
kept Tulane at bay in the second
half. Plenette Pierson led Tech
with 19 points. Aleah Johnson,
Katrisa O'Neal and Tanisha Ellison each scored 12. Grace Daley
had 24 for sixth-seeded Tulane
(27-5).
MIDWEST
At Norfolk, Va.
Old Dominion 96, SMU 76
Lucienne Berthieu scored 22
points and Hamchetou Maiga
grabbed 20 rebounds as fourth-seeded Old Dominion (29-4) reached
the round of 16 for the fifth
straight year. D-dra Rucker's 27
points led 12th-seeded SMU (229), which upset fifth-seeded North
Carolina State in the first round.
WEST
At Athens, Ga.
Georgia 83, Stanford 64
The Lady Bulldogs (31-2) were
simply too quick for eight-seeded
Stanford and set a school record
for victories. Deana Nolan led Georgia with 20 points, and Coco Miller
scored 19. Jamie Carey led Stanford (21-9) with 15 points.
At Santa Barbara, Calif.
North Carolina 83, Rice 50
LaQuanda Barksdale scored 27
points and Nikki Teasley had 16
points and nine assists as the Tar
Heels (20-12) won for the eighth
time in nine games. Fifth-seeded
North Carolina never trailed and
took control early, going on a 150 run to open 38-15 lead. Marla
Brumfield led 13th-seeded Rice
(22-12) with 14 points.
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From Page 6
while Miami will lock horns with
Tulsa.
There's probably never been a
tournament this wide open - especially at this late stage. So who
do you take at this point?
If you're wagering money on
the Sweet 16, it's best not to bet
against Duke and North Carolina.
But, then again, don't take my
word for it.

The 5-11 senior guard averaged
17.4 points, 7.3 rebounds, five
assists and 4.2 steals to lead the
Lady Comets to a 34-1 record and
into the state tournament for the
third season.
"She's not only a well-rounded player, but she's a 4.0 student
in the classroom," West Carter
coach John Brown said. "She's a
tremendous leader for this group
of girls and she's really going to
be missed next year."

had 28 points and 12 rebounds.
The Heat played short-handed
up front because of injuries to forward P.J Brown (sprained ankle)
and Otis Thorpe (foot). Miami
compensated by shooting 56 percent for a 55-42 lead at halftime,
and O'Neal had just 12 points in
17 minutes because of foul trouble.
"We were only down 13, and
we didn't play well at all," O'Neal
said. "We just had to wake up."
The Lakers did just that, and
5 1/2 minutes into the third period, the score was tied. O'Neal
threw a one-handed alley-oop pass
to Kobe Bryant for a dunk that
made it 59-all.
O'Neal then sank consecutive
baskets to put Los Angeles ahead,
and the Heat were unable to mount
a comeback. They shot just 29
percent in the second half and finished 2-for-15 from 3-point range.
Glen Rice finished with 28 points
for the Lakers, and Bryant added

23.

Shawn Marion scored 18 points.
76ers 102, Hornets 96
Rodney Rogers added 17 and Penny
Allen Iverson scored 25 points Hardaway 13 in the balanced Suns
and Philadelphia withstood two attack.
second-half rallies at Charlotte.
Paul Pierce scored 27 points
Tyrone Hill had 16 points and and Antoine Walker 22 for the
Eric Snow and Theo Ratliff 14 Celtics, who were stymied in their
each for the 76ers. Eddie Jones attempt to win three road games
led Charlene with 28, followed in a row for the first time since
by David Wesley with 17.
December 1995.
The Sixers, trying to catch ToronMagic 88, Bulls 86, OT
to for fourth place in the conferRon Mercer hit the go-ahead
ence and home-court advantage in jumper with 48 seconds left in
the first round of the playoffs. overtime, and Orlando survived
moved three games ahead of sixth- two last-second misses to end a
place Charlotte.
three-game losing streak by winSuns 110, Celtics 106
ning at Chicago.
Clifford Robinson made six free
The Bulls had a chance tie in
throws in the final 1:46, helping the closing seconds, but Chris Carr's
Phoenix cut off Boston's attempts short shot and Elton Brand's folto rally.
low missed
Robinson finished with 22 points
and nine rebounds as the Suns
Watercraft insurance that
gained their fourth consecutive vicwon't
leave you high and dry.
tory.
Jason Kidd had 16 points, 11
atsists and nine rebounds, and

JOIN SIRLOIN STOCKADE
TO FIND A CURE

orreerr

As one of America's leading insurers
of personal watercratts, GuideOne
Insurance can provide you with flexible coverage options and special
discounts. Call now for more information about these unique benefits
for watercraft owners:

On TUES., MARCH 21,Adam and Lisa Carver,owners
of Sirloin Stockade, will donate 5% of all proceeds to the

• Competitive pricing
• Attractive premium payment plans
• Variety of liability limits

American Cancer Society's Relay for Life 2000.

The Murray
Insurance Agency

Join the fight to find a cure for cancer.

Bel-Air Center
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4751

See you Tuesday
at the Stockade!
A TEAM EVENT To
FIGHT CANCER
• -

Insurance

Bel Air Shopping Center•Open 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

NN

MURRAY
THE GOOD LIFE AT A GREAT PRICE. GUARANTEED.s"

Sale prices good
March 22 through March 25

Craftsman 14 5- HP tractor
Bnggs & Stratted deck. 6 spe,

With
10%
savings

ioo°°

;ne 42-r
9099C

Kenmore 19.7-cu. ff.' refrigerator

899

With built-in water filtration #58082

4

Reg. 999.99, Sale 888.00

•

RCA 52-in. proloclion TV
KenT0111 Sup*,CapOCKy Plus washer
3-speed motor. 15 cycles. 4 water terncs
870702 Reg. 479.99 Soie 42999

10%
savings

386

With Picture-In-Picture 854919
(Mfr 8P52921)Reg 1699 99 Sole 15999c

we're putting out entire store on sale to celebrate
you and thank you for your support

•

Owned and operated by Opal Hart Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray 753-2310
Hours Mon -Sal 9-6 • Sun 12-5

.

Not yogic! on

F ET

N

Valuing Customers As Partners
1954 GualeOre Spect.ati t.tutua, Insuran:e Ccmpa,,,
we guideone come

W ith

I ill iVel I 141%01

Brown, who will play at Morehead State in the fall, is West
Carter's all-time scorer and
rebounder with more than 2,500
points and 1,000 rebounds in her
career.

•••

From Page 6

•Louisiana Tech ...

Cutter & Buck
Chaps Ralph Lauren
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BETH
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Anytin

TAKING NOTICE...CCHS students in a global issues classroom are tracking Sam Blackwolf's journey to Alaska to
bring national attention to Indian burial desecration.

LENDING A HAND...As a service to the school, MMS student Kelli Voorhies prepares parent newsletters for mailing. She's been in charge of this activity for two years.

COOKING DEMONSTRATION CLASS...Crystal Thompson, CCHS Spanish III student, demonstates in Spanish how to make brownies.

Fl
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VACA
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SORTING SUPPLIES...MMS sixth-graders Kayla Hurt and Omar
Mandeel sort the school supplies donated by students and
parents for needy families.

CUSTOMER SERVICE...CCHS students Karl Downs, Anne
Watkins and Shannon Young present a skit involving good
and bad customer service encounters.

CLEANING UP...As a service to the school, Murray Middle students Logan Schwettman and Chris Owen clean
the trophies in the first floor display case.

For

Il

Al
1

ONE AND A TWO...Janessa Morton and
Joseph Hobbs swing in a combined
physical education and arts and humanities lesson on dance. They attend CCHS.

DOING A GOOD DEED...As a "Random Act of Kindness" MMS student John Hafner picks up litter from the school grounds.

FOR A JOB WELL DONE.. Students from East Elementary's Student Technology Leadership Program
attended a conference in Louisville recently. They
received second place in the state.
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HOT WORK...In preparation for forming a plaster mold of
her hand, MMS student Allison Kipphut dips her hand in
a pot of hot wax in art class.

CUSTOM DESIGNER...MMS student Elizabeth BogalAllbritten makes magic tree costumes out of construction paper for the fifth grade production of The
Wizard of Oz."

I CAN HELP...Kyle Nelson. CCMS Y.E.S. student, helps with
the art program at East Elementary.

When a
Farmowners
package policy
is more than
you need...

Is Laser Vision
Correction Surgery
For You?

we can offer basic
coverages for fire, lighting,
wind and hail storm.
We have policies to insure
your farm property at almost
any level you need,
whether you work the
farm or rent it to someone else.

There's more to vision correction than
glasses and contacts. Know your options.
Call today for your FREE consultation
and receive important information
based on your prescription level,
eye health and general health.

We have a farm insurance program
for any size farm.
We'll always
ther for you

EYECARE
SPECIALITIES

Harold 'Jack' R,
106 N 12th Si
Murray
7S9.1033 or 73,3-0973

The World L5 our Plo\,9round

Loosneed in KY & TN

753-6578 • Hours: 7:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Dr Kevin Ai Adarnx

270-759-2500
308 S. 12th St., Murray, KY
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
Ad Deadlines

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
xd.

753-1916

$6.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
.1 Ado AIL,: RI111 Within 6 Duv

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
VI. 57 00 minimum hi day 10e per %oaf per da) for eadi Addition..1
d.
tor Shopper ITues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide) S2 50 car tor blind No, ad.

'

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

ITIt.

Just Say "Charge It"

060

FULL & Part Time counte
positions are now available
at Murray Captain D's
Contact
Charlotte
Edmonson at 753-9383 to
arrange interview EOE
Full Time Maintenance person needed for apt. complex. Experience in paintALTERATIONS
ing, plumbing, electrical &
Ruth's See & Sew
grounds keeping required.
753-6981
BETH'S New & Redo $7.50hr to start. Please
Sewing. Phone 759-0768. send resume with references to: P.O Box 1040-H
Anytime!
Murray, KY 42071.
FREE Pregnancy
HANDYMAN Capable of
Tests! Life House
carpentry, Janitorial &
753-0700.
grounds work Must be
VACATION
Haven
in trainable to answer teleCharleston.
South phone & handle reservaReasonably tions. Dependable $8 00
Carolina
priced, owner renting hour. America's Paradise
Beach House. On isle of Resort. 436-2767.
palms over looking lagoon HOT Shot Driver Needed
& golf course. Sleeps 7+. OTR 500 miles radius
One block form Ocean & 759-4592 or 753-3676
Beach
Call 753-3233.
LICENSED PRACTICAL
(Martin & Faye Wells).
NURSE
Licensed with the
2000 MEDICARE Kentucky Board of Nursing
INFORMATION
Full & Part time (3-11pm
shift)
Medicare supplement
Benefits include:
insurance is now .
Health/Dental Ins; Life Ins;
standardized in 10
plans and we write
Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay;
all 10.
Retirement Plan;
Attendance Bonus;
The part A deductible
Childcare. Tuition
you, or your insurance,
Reimbursement,
must pay has been
CONTACT
increased
Cathleen Haley, RN,
to $776 in 2000.
Clinical Coordinator
For more information
762-1591 or pick up
call:
application at
McCONNELL
WestView Nursing Home
INSURANCE
1401 South 16th Street;
AGENCY,INC.
Murray, Ky. 42071

BIBLE
MESSAGE

759-5177

unppan-

Midclean

753-4199

or nattonwide

1-800-455-4199
,,or 37th

year

of .erv:co•-

CDL Drivers, Operators,
Laborers 753-1537 or
492-6141.

Crawford's Bar-B-Oue is Now Open
on Fri. & Sat. Nights Until 9:00 p.m.
Dine In or Take Out
Delicious Pork Bar-B-Oue
Ribs. Chicken & Tenderloin

Crawford's Bar-B-Oue and
Almo Country Store
North of Murray at Intersection 464 & 1824
753-1934
060
Help Wanted

le1m
ey

Bogalf conf The

DINING room hostess
needed. Must be dependable, fnendly, and available
evenings & weekends
Approximately 25-30 hrs
Apply in person @ willow
ir
Restaurant
Pond
Aurora..

ATTN: Boyd Bros has
immediate openings for
entry- level truck drivers.
No experience necessary.
Earn $500 to $800 per
week and get home week- ESTABLISHED
Murray
ly, No CDL? No problem. business seeks motivated
15 day CDL training avail- self starter with working
able. 1-800-242-7364.
knowledge of Word &
CABLE installers needed Excel. Logical decision
ASAP Experienced only. making ability required.
Call 753-6706. EXT. 209
Send resume to P.O. Box
587 Union City, Tn. 38281.
REGION'S Top rated radio FARM Related seasonal
stations searching for a
help needed. CDL drivers
unique advertising saleS
representative to help area & laborers. Apply at:
Royster Clark 1266
business succeed. Are you
an avid radio listener'? Are Brewers Hwy Hardin, KY
you goal driven? Do you
have some kind of sales
experience? If so, we may
be looking for you. Full
time salary plus handsome
TACOMAL,VS,
commissions. Fully paid
Team Members KW To Start
medical insurance. Cover
Full or pan-time positions.
letter, work references and
Day or evening shifts
resume to Manager:
Flexible scheduling
93.3 WKYQ-- Electric
Friendly. family
96.9. P.O. Box 2397, Paducah, KY 42002.
atmosphere.
Fax: 270-554-5468.
Great Place To Work'
Background checks will be
Apply Now
conducted. Equal Opportu2-5 p.m
nity Employer.

Foti

- TURNING AGE 65?
a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These policies are now written in 10 standard plans and
we write 9 of the plans. Also at age 65 to 65',,
according to Federal Law, they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service We
represent 7 "A M. Best A- or A+ rated" companies to give you the best possible rates and
service. We may be able to save you several
hundred dollars per year. We have been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and would like to
be your Agent
PLEASE give us a call for

Ii

McConnell
Insurance Agency, Inc.

:S

••••••••••■••■••fire

905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Part-Time
Sales
Associate

NEEDED 38 People to
lose up to 30Ibs Brand
new! Just patented I lost
23Ibs in one month
1-888-756-2284
NOW taking application for
full time meat dept help
Apply in person at D&T
Foods Ask to speak to
Frank or Danny Hinton

Primarily
weekends. Must be neat
and enjoy working
with the public.
Mail resume and
work history to
Miss Bradie's
P.O. Box 149
Hazel, KY 42049
No walk-ins

NOW Taking applications
for full & part time help. At
Discount Tobacco City &
Lottery. Apply in person at
621 South 4th Street.
Beside D&T Foods. Ask to
speak to Frank or Danny
Hinton,

Waste
Management

IfiL..

Waste Management of tVest Kentucky is currently
accepting appl.catrons for Route Driver.

Applicants Must
Possess The
Following
Qualifications:
1. Stable work history
2. Class B CDL
3. Clear MVR

Benefits Include:
I. Medical, Dental and
Vision Coverage
2. Vacation
3.401K
4. Stock Purchase
5. Competitive Pay

Applications are aceepted at
3426 St. Route 45 South, Mayfield, KY 42066
Waste Management en Equal Opportunity Employer

VISA

060
Help Wanted

I. Pay plan based on experience
2. Excellent benefits
3. Paid holidays
4. Continuous on going GM training
5. Great atmosphere & facility
Call Mitchell NIcNutt
at (270)753-5315 or
1800)455-5315
to set up a confidential inter% iox.

NOW HIRING
SALESPEOPLE NEEDED
Male or Female

SEEKING
experienced
PART Time Vending
roofers, willing to work
attendant. Tues & Thur.
hard 5 years experience
3-9.30p.m. $6.00/hr. Apply
489-6125 leave message
at 411 North 4th, Murray.
Mobile 748-7120
WORK For the nicest club
Now
around
Hiring
&Chadors
dancers $600 weekly
guaranteed Apply in per- CLEANING houses is my
son at Foxy Lady Of call
business. Reliable. Cal
901-642-6177
Linda. 759-9553.
901-644-0107

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
A large Fortune 500 Company is currently.
interviewing for four l4 career-minded individuals in the local area.
WE PROVIDE:
17p to 35-45k, 1st year
•Health, Life, Dental Insurance plus 40lk
Savings &
•Stock purchase
•Three weeks expense paid training, and on the
•Job training
•Merit promotions, mgt. possible within 6
months

•GUARANTEED INCOME TO START
IF YOU PROVIDE:
•Strong desire to succeed
•Excellent public relations skills
•Competitive, sports-minded track record
For confidential personal interview
call Monday and Tuesday Only
at 753-5986
Between 10 - 5:30 p.m.
Ask For Mr. Johnson

Contact Bill Blackburn - GSM
at Brandon .Auto World
for a confidential interview
Nlonda thru Saturday
Future 111th Great Rewards
Contact Me Today
(270)753-5315
(8OO)455-5315

For 4 Great

SALES/ROLTE MANAGEMENT
COME GROW WITH US
This is a career position offering advancement to
Sales Management.
We're Schwan's Sales Enterprises, Inc. A national
leader in fro/en food sales.
Our sales people are goal oriented, have a high
work ethic, and understand the value of qualm
customer service and the soft sell approach.
As a Sales/Route Manager you will have a first
year earning potential of between $26010 ti
$50.0(X) with a Guaranteed Starting Salary of $404I
to $OX) per week.
As an employee you will have a protected territory.
established accounts, quality products. medical_
profit sharing and paid vacation.
Qualified candidates will have either, sales, man
agement or customer service experience in a people
oriented environment.
Applications are begin taken Sat.. March 25th 9
a.m.-12:30 p.m.. 307 Kee Creek Dr.. Murray,
KY. Must be at least 21 years of age or older.
Vs'e are currently seeking candidates for positions
in the Murray/Paris area.

Schwan's Sales Enterprises. Inc.
Equal I

orlunay

nyleset

Local Church Has Opening For

Part-Time Youth Director
If interested,job descriptions arc

available at
111 North 5th Street, or
call 753-3824
Deadlinefor applications is
April 15, 2000

Arucles
For Sale
LOVING Grandma wi I
babysit in my home
Weekends available 7590757
100

FRANCHISE restaurant to
sale. High volume sales
Excellent location, current
ly operating. Owner assis
tance/training available
Contact P.O. Box 1040-F
Murray, Ky. 42071
110
Electronics
FOR
sale
Motorola
MicroTAC 650 cellular
phone with two complete
Hands Free car kits, $100
Call 753-5171

RN SUPERVISOR (WestView)- Full time (3-11 shift)
Competitive salary with shift differential
NURSING ASSISTANTS
Positions_available at We_stView and Murray Calloway
CounV_Hosgital's Long Term Care Division
Prefer Certified but will train for certification
Full or Part Time (7-3 3-11, 11-7 shifts)
MUST BE HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE OR GED AND AT
LEAST 18 YEARS OF AGE
Benefits for all include: Health,Dental Ins . Lite ins
VacationiHolidaySick pay: Retirement Plan, Attendance
Bonus, Childcare. Tuition Reimbursement
INTACT:
Cathleen Haley tq 762 1591 1WesiViev, or
Kri.o. Weaver fr, "62- 12'7 i NI(CH

270-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

MOTOR ROUTE CARRIER
Be An Independent Motor Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving record
and have own insurance.
Six days per week delivery of Ledger & Times.
Earn $12,000-$16.000 or more per year.
If interested contact Janet Walker, Circulation
Department at the Murray Ledger & Times,
call after 10 a.m. at 753-1916.

CITY ROUTE CARRIER
For the

Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good
driving record and vehicle insurance. Six days per week delivery.
Apply in person at the Ledger &
Times. 1001 Whitnell Ave.

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Full & part-time positions for
Circulation Department. Must he
able to work early hours.
Requires heavy lifting. Excellent
benefits for full time
employees include health,
dental and vision insurance,
paid holidays, paid vacations
and sick days.
Apply in person after 10 a.m.

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY

SELL Or Rent
Doublewide. 2 miles from
town Very nice & clean.
good condition. 3br, 2
bath. Living room, kitchen
& utility room. $600/mo.
753-3779

{111E3 Appliances
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713

2BR 2 bath Near
Cypress Springs
Resort $225/mo plus
deposit 436-2096
NICE 2br No pets
753-9866
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

CHERRY DR Suite Table
6 chairs, China Cabinet
$800 270-436-2007

120

DOUBLE Wide Lease lots
Purchase option
753-9270
LOT For Rent 753-9866

COMputare

Need Furniture? Bedding?

333MHZ
EMachtne
Loaded with software, free
local Internet access
$399
759-4439
COMPUTER Problems?
Freeze Ups? Cant' Get On
The Internet? Crashes?
Unexplained Errors? If
Your Macintosh Computer
Is Giving You Fits. Give Me
A Call At 753-5778. I Can
Help. The MacDoc.

For the best possible prices
since 1958....

KELLERS

WestView

USE Your tax refund to buy
a hot tub We must sell our
5 person Polynesian Spas
Tub Work fine. It's a bargain at $800. Call 7534870.

Business
Opportunity

GOT Computer
Questions?
Call Tony Powell
(270)-753-9206

I. Great Pay Plan

2. 5 Day Work Week
3. Experienced Preferred - Not Required
4. 4 GM Lines + Used

Deadline Day & Time
Fri. 11 a.m.
Fn. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

150
Help Wanted

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
Experienced GM
Technician
Brandon Auto World
,eeking.. an experienced GM technician.
ASE preferred but not required.

Publish
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates.
Internet Service.
South On Route 121.

436-5933.
Store Hours- 9a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted
MDM COMPUTERS
All your computing needs
A+ Certified Technician
Micheal McDougal
Free Estimates
@759.3556
140

Want to Buy

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
With 12, 24 or

36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

COACH Estates/ Fox
Meadows, located in the
heart of Murray's finest residential communities. offer
MAIN STREET MUSIC
312 Main Street, Murray.
City Police and Fire
Guitars. Amps, Strings,
Protection. Lots with City
Picks. etc. Hours:
Water, sewer and trash
10am- 6pm. Mon- Fri
pick up furnished. $95.
12pm- 4pm Sat
753-3855.
LOTS For rent
MobIle Homes F01 Sate
Toskana Place
753-9270
1978 WHEELER
PRIME building site avail12x50. unfurnished 2br,
able for 2-3 yrs. Coleman
753-7040, leave message. RE 759-4118
1986 doublewide 28x64.
1600 sqft. 3br., 2 1/2 bath,
new
Asking
siding.
$24,000 Must sell by April
WAREHOUSE For Rent
15th. Make an offer. Call
6,250sq ft. 759-5976 Call
759-3626 or 759-9533
from 8-4p.m.
1995 LEGEND. 16x80. 3br,
2 bath. Vinyl, new painV
floors. Financing available,
$260./ month. Must be
Various size units
moved. Moving, Must sell!
Walnut Plaza
435-4039.

Musical

Office Space

ANTIQUES, Collectibles
Furniture and Primitives.
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates. Call
SPIRAL
1996
Mobile
753-3633_
Home
3br. 2 bath.
BUYING'S
toys
from Assumable Loan. 4361950's-1970's, or older. 5066.
Antiques & Collectibles
1998 16x80 Legend Gas
759-3456.
heat & stove. 3br. 2 baths.
CASH for toys. GI JOE Must be moved. $24,000.
and Transformers.
olio. Call 435-4401
Old & new. 753-7185.
•1998
Mid-American
CASH paid for good, used 16x80, 3BR., 2 bath, kC &
rifles, shotguns. and pis- appliances. $27,000.
tols. Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th, .12.5 acres, woods, creek.
5.12.500. 759-2316.
Murray.
FROST free refrigerator,
used Carpeting, gas heating stove, air conditioner,
storm windows. 753-4109.
WANT To Buy: Acreage for
home. Rolling
terrain
w/mature trees. Within 8
miles North or South of
Murray Call 759-5202.
WANTED: Riding mowers,
go carts & 4 wheelers that
need work. 436-2867.
150
Articles
For 8eie
1983 CUTLASS w/350
engine, $650
AKC Boxer Puppy. Female
5 wks old $200
759-0682.
DP Exercise bike $40
Antique vanity with circular
mirror. $75. Child's desk &
chair. $10 759-9424
STANDARD-SIZE
GE
electric range white new.
Amana window air conditioner, never been out of
Sears generator,
box
never been out of box
759-5622

011:,

104 N. 5th

753-9621
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444.

1BR Apt Partial utilities
paid $150! month plus
20 acres, 2 ponds, barn deposit Close to MSU
Very nice 1997 16x60 753-2934 or 753-5094
mobile home w/ extras 1BR Apt. stove, refrigera$79,000
tor. D/W, W/D, and ceiling
474-8404 evenings
fans. Clean, no pets.
753-9841 or 436-5496
4 lots. 120ft/200ft. 1997
16x70
mobile
home. 1BR Upstairs Apt. Across
from campus. Available
garage, & other out build4-14. No pets. Call
ings Coleman RE 759753-5980. or nights
4118. Also 12x65 rent to
753-1203.
own.
98 Bank repo mobile home 2BR Apt. near campus. no
located in local park. Set- pets. Days: 753-5980 753up and ready to move in. 1203 after 5p.m
Easy financing
1411-A
2BR DUPLEX
Call Conseco
Hillwood Dr. $425/ month
800-554-8717 Ext 774
759-4406
DOUBLEWIDE 2 large 2BR Duplex Quiet neighlots, large metal building. borhood $300/ month
121t. high sliding doors. $300/ deposit No pets
plus more. 1 mile from 753-6870, leave message
lake. 762-0032, 753-9961.
2BR Near Hospital 207S
FOR Sale & Must be 11th St $275 753-3415.
1978
moved
28x60 753-7123
Double-wide. 753-7108
2BR, Like new townhouse.
NM & Sons Mobile Home C/H/A, appliances Very
Mover 18yrs experience. nice. Coleman RE.
Licensed and insured in
759-4118 ,
Kentucky and Illinois. 437
2BR 1 bath Call Mur-Cal
3939
Realty 753-4444

USED VCR For Sale. $60.
Good condition, but may
need cleaning 759-9215

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

2BR near MSU $325
Water furnished Coleman
RE 759-4118
2BR. near MSU, central
H/A. Washer/ dryer furnished, furniture optional
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR. newly remodeled.
very nice, central 11/A, near
MSU $300 No pets
Coleman RE 759-4118.
3BR. 2 bath. 5353 121S
Call 489-2296
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Mar
St 753-1252 before 5pm
753-0606 after 5pm
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48R, 2 bath (on ,Diuguid
Available now Coleman
RE 759-4118
AVAILABLE immediately
1&2 bedroom apts Also 1
bedroom handicap accessible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
Apts 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity

By Pi

Rmws r

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

COMPLETELY Remodeled
2br. 1 bath. 3 miles from
town C/H/A. Lease &
deposit required. Call
753-5719 or 753-2647

All Size Units
Available

753-3853

DUPLEX 2br 18021.2-A
C-STORAGE
Monroe Ave $375
10x15 storage units. 4th St
753-8002
& Sycamore E Next to
View Cunningham Auto Repair
FORREST
753-3571
Apartments 1213 N 16th
St , now accepting applications tor 2br townhouses
Office Hours, 10- 2. M-F
Equal
Call 753-1970
Housing Opportunity.

EASTSIDE

Era
STORAGE

Apartments
HILLDALE
now taking applications for
Main • 753-6266
1 2 & 3 bedroom apts
Equal Opportunity
Housing
TDD# 1-800-545-1833
Ext 287
Office phone 437-4113
2YR Old Smoke Gray
Hours Mon-Fri
Persian Neutered $50
7 30AM-3 30PM
753-6965
LARGE 2br Brick 11 2 DOG obedience classes or
bath
1148sq. ft plus pnvate Serving Murray 17
garage All appliances, no years 436-2858
bets $550 month Lease
& deposit 436-2113.
NEW 1br apt. University ,DtCP
Heights. Stove. refrigera- :BREAKERS
tor, dishwasher. w/d. $325
MIAMI
IPI
Deposit. so pets. 7534937. M-F. 8-5
NOW available
1 room studio, just off camus New carpet remodeled Coleman RE 7594118

119

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
iBR From $280
2BR From 5325
Call Today!
753-8668.

BEAUTIFUL Building sites
available Pick your wooded hillside choice of
acreage from 2 on up
Restricted 1 tract with
pond located 5 minutes
North of town Call for private showing today 7532905

SPRING
Creek
Oaks
Subdivision 1546 Spring
Creek Drive 4br, 21 .2
baths Hardwood, ceramic
tile 3225 Square Feet
under roof $195,000
270-753-8251

i

HAY For Sale 753-8251

RED Oaks
Bridles To Britches
HWY 94 East Murray, KY
Men's & Ladies Shirts;
Blouses. $15 00ea
Jackets- 1.2 Price'
Spnng Saddle Sale
Circle Y Plus Others
We Take Trade Ins On Our
Saddles Let's Trade' 7594408. Come On Out'

For Rent
LARGE BEDROOM in
Share
pleasant home
large living room. kitchen,
& bath, wid, cable tv. Walk
to Hospital or down town
industry. $190 plus deposit
of $125. Utilities included,
753-9211
Houses For Rent
2 (3bri Houses Gas heat
consider rent to own
753-4109
2BR House has stove,
refrigerator, wi.d. Across
the street from MSU. 5400/
month Deposit, 1yr lease.
No pets. More info call
Larry Rogers, Day753-3734. Night- 767-9230
2BR, all appliances
furnished. Water furnished $350 plus deposit
Day- 753-9620.
753-7453 after 7p.m
3BR, In Town S350/ month
plus deposit No pets. Call
753-5109
3BR.. 1 bath gas heat
$390/mo + deposit
753-9826
COMPLETELY Remodeled
house 3 miles form town.
3br, 2 bath, dining room,
living room, utility. C/H/A.
Gas fireplace and garage.
Lease & deposit required.
Call 753-5719 or 7532647.

1993 FORD Taurus GL.
4dr, 3.0, V-6 Engine
119,xxx miles. $3,500
753-8170

Van

ROO ARS
Beautitul building sites Dog oud at id Red
Buds, open fields woods. ponds and bluffs
over looking river bottom Property will
have city gas this spring Property has
100,000 bu. grain storage. drying system
Will divide into smaller tracts
Located 1.7 mi. from Murray city limits.
Turn left off 94E onto 1483. follow signs

FOR INFORMATION CALL 489-2462
FarSaki

FOR SALE

OLDER 2 story home in
Hazel. next to Tooters
4 BR.. 2 1/2 car garage
New heat & air Call
$49,900 492-8144

1991 DODGE Caravan ES
clean
loaded,
Fully
$3500
143,xxx miles
Firm 759-8509
1995 DODGE Caravan
White, one owner, low
miles Extra nice Call
759-5238

1988 FORD F-150 XLT Air
auto, cruise 103K $3400
753-1245

REDUCED
Almo area, 5br, 21/2 baths
Also, 36x36 Building on
lot $81,500 Call Kim at
Park Avenue Properties
362-4224. 362-4148

3 BR - 2 BA
Central HVAC
903 Southwood Dr
Low Down Payment

270-759-1610
1210 Melrose. 100sq. ft
4br, 1 & 11,2 baths. Fenced
in backyard
$62,900
Appliances included. 270534-1006
2BR House with loft. Could
be bedroom. View of KY
Pirate's
Cove.
Lake.
$89,900 270-354-6804.

Barn For Rent
11211
DARKFIRED Holds 21/2
Between
acres
3
Coldwater and Stella 4892116

1995 FORD F-150. 5
speed, $6500. 759-1955,
leave message
1996 CHEVY Blazer LS 4
door, 4x4. 54,xxx miles. All
the buttons. 514.000_ 8-5,
M-F 753-4451 after 5p m.
& weekends 753-1580.
1998 DODGE Ram SLT
Laramie. Loaded, leather,
power windows, power
locks. Black, 31,xxx miles.
Still has full warranty
$17,900_ 435-4632.

1979 KAWASAKI 400KZ
original
miles
12,xxx
Excellent condition $725
270-247-2973 Call after
7p m
1995 Yamaha Virago 750
Beautiful pearl red & white
Windshield saddlebags,
road-pegs fork-bag. &
tank-bra New rear tire
Never seen rain $3,750.00
753-0988

3BR, 2 bath brick home
Almost new, cathedral ceilings White kitchen. 2 car
garage. $91.200
759-8749

[11:Pport Way Vehicles

38R. 2 bath. 2 car garage
41/2 acres. 30ft pool Must
see' 753-2279
4BR, 21/2 bath. Brick
Fireplace, garage, large
deck. Plus extra rental
space Fish pond with
gazebo on 8 acres of land
753-6965 328-8321

1996 5-10 Blazer 4x4
Auto,0 D . cruise, PW. PL
4 3 V-6. 4dr, leather inten
or, Cd player. new tires
50,xxx miles $15.500
759-2316
1997 Tahoe, 4X4, Green.
gray cloth interior, electronic shift transfer case, cd
player, heavy duty trailering equipment, six-way
power seat, new Michelin
49.000
miles_
tires,
$21 500. 753-9673

601 Olive Street.
Neat House on very large
corner lot. Must Sell'
Used Cars
Land For Rent or Leese
Call 753-5607 anytime
or 759-1955 after 5 .m .
1982 Malibu Classic Blue
FOR Lease 10 Acres Dark BUILT New in
. his 305 5 0 V-8 engine $900
Tobacco Base $1,000 per 3br. 1 bath has C./H/A,
Call Ed at 762-2241 leave
acre
24x24 garage, 8x10 out- message
753-3272
building and deck on
1986 Chrysler LaBaron
approx. 1/2 acre. Under
GTS, fully loaded $1200
$70.000. Call 753-2402
OBO Serious inquiries
OW Est*
EXCEPTIONAL 3br.
only 436-5617 leave mesNICE Older duplex Good 2 bath. brick Double lot sage Pager 391-3330
Income Will sell below town's edge
enter phone number
Easy financing
appraisal value 753-2853
1988 FORD Tempo Runs.
753-4109' 759-8093
needs work $700 obo
FOR sale by owner House 1982 Ford Grenada station
Pitallierty
and 4 lots 3 large garages wagon $400 obo
759-9174
3BR , 2 bath Lakefront & fish dressing shed_
Within 1 mile of
Subdivision with 4 lots
Talon
1991
EAGLE
total. New septic. system Cypress Springs Owner 101,xxx
Black
miles
will finance. Nice house.
534.900 435-4632.
Cherry w/gray interior
549,500 270-436-5170
WATERFRONT
Dream
$3300
Home- Lake Barkley 5 HAZEL, 2br, 1 bath Large
753-8242
room, attached
miles from golf course. utility
1992 FORD Crown Vic.
manna, & airport. 205ft garage Big lot $29.500 LX. V-8. fully loaded,
iakeshore, double covered Call 492-8439
83,xxx New tires excellent
deck, wet bar 4 fireplaces. JUST In time for Spring' condition $5000,
Built for entertainment & Builder has 2 new homes
759-9762
many more amenities for sale 3br with 3 car
Intrepid. Tilt.
garage and a 4br with large 1995 DODGE
Must Sell $195.000
cruise,
$6900
nice
car.
kitchen and family room
270-924-1112
Call 753-3903 to see either 753-3970
of these fine homes

11 2 ACRE Lot 7 miles
North of Murray 753-1967

NEW HOUSETWO WEEKS
FROM COMPLETION
3BR .(possibly 41 2 bath
(possibly 3). 10' ceiling in
great room & dining, tray
ceiling in master, whirlpool,
2 porches. extra deep
garage, loaded with extras
108 Murray Estates Drive
Call 759-4586 or
559-2527

3/4 ACRE Lots All undercity
utilities
ground
Woodgate/ Gatesborough
area $16,900 435-4632
MURRAY Estates Lots for
sale, city limits Private
EXECUTIVE Duplex. 2br. 2
country style living Watch
bath Brick Garage with
for our entrance on 94W
auto door. Excellent locaCali 270-435-4487 or 1- NEWLY Remodeled 3br
tion 902-13 N 20th All
888-673-0040
home at 1604 Catalina
appliances $585 2br Brick
Court New heat & air,
duplex 11/2 baths, 755
paint carpet vinyl winWiswell Road $450
dows new bath New Oak
753-5344. 559-9970
kitchen cabinets, new dishPANORAMA Shores/ Lake APPROX 8 5 acres wil washer: hot water lank
just
off
into
tracts,
divide
View 2br. 1 bath C/H/A,
counter tops stove, stack partially furnished $4001 Coles Campground Road able washer & dryer Cali
month plus deposit 270- on Springs Rd 753-9502 270-435-4534
559-5062
436-2136 Available 4-1

n The Classifieds
THE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
Murray s 1st Enterprise Zone"
Now Renting Office Space
Furnished or Unfurnished - You Choose
•sh.ired JAM,Jrc fro: irk lolling
Kochi:arta,. FireAroorn
C(ekwince RI117771
at stor fa% m.k hit, A

12.200 sq. ft. Warehouse Also Available
Must See

1993 Anima GXE, auto,
electric, tilt, cruise, good
tires. nice condition $5000
753-4437.

270-474-8340 Please leave message.
liMatack &Sepias

To Appreciate

Avaitable For Viewing 411.5 g 4ir
it'','
-., 7191 Of.
•

DEA
recent
lactic r
low blr

Miticle °""d
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AKC Registered Golden Retrie%er Puppies
5 females. $200. Colors: dark to light golden.
Ready on March 19th. No history of hip dysplasia. Shots & wormed. Sire & Dame on
premises. Dame also tor kalc 5200.

Section 8 Property now
accepting applications for
1, 2 & 38R apartments.
Please call 753-8221
EHO.
SPACIOUS, Very nice
duplex. 2br. 2 full baths,
Located
on
garage
Michelle Drive Just North
of town. behind Cain's. All
included
appliances
Washer' dryer, dishwasher,
garbage disposal All the
Lease/ deposit
extras
required Call after 5p m
767-0912

Junius:.
lode :remit heal k air)
condom;
oniter

ttoolties

inseofor

ill kluge

For Reel

1995 FORD Escort LX
Wagon Good condition.
AM/FM cassette $2800.
435-4478
1998 Cavalier Cony
Loaded
3x,xxx miles
511.500 492-8144
1998 JEEP Sahara Hard
top Like new, with low
mileage Call 759-1894
evenings
94 Cadillac Sedan Deville
platinum gray, sun roof,
clean excellent condition
85K miles 511,900 509 S
11th St 759-1987
VOLVO, 1983. 240 GLT
4 speed with over drive
Power windows
Runs
great $1800 Call
901-247-3986
VOLVO, 1990 240 DL,
Wagon Automatic with
over drive Power windows Excellent condition
$7,500 Call 901-247-3986

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US.
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8 875%, APR 9 0% - 30 yr fixed

Refer to Ad 021 and ask for Gerry Puckett.

753-7407 • 1300 Johnson Blvd.

Crimpers

David's Cleaning
Services

'99.95

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
• Brick • All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water .Parking Lots & Driveways

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

753-0530
FREE
to PRIMESTAR
)isli Networl,
Customers!!
Inkhilled In
'10111 Iii

Sh
d
• 7 7 77
R
•_

Come see us at our new location

408 N. 12th St.
(Next to Pizza Hut

M.S. Construction

.,•,if,;._;.tamb Brothers
-8141 ' Tree Service

Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& Roof Repairs

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
UCENSED IL INSURED

f tee

E. Stiftlate1

24 Hr Sent,e

Professional Work
Free Estimates

Int I'menu,'k;

elninup Sent,,

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equgornent
Iree Stunt',
Remota!
Pil I AI Mb

Landscape
Lawncare

Fencing
Decks

489-6125
unspkins Pressure Cleaning

DOWN TO THE
BARE
KNUCKLES
Michael T. Knuckles
452 Cook Store Trail
Murray, KY 42071

DIRECTV

Best PfiCOS On Pagers& Cell Phones

Phone (270)759-4734

David Borders
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Commercial & Residential
*HOUSES
*FARM FACILITIES
•DECK & PATIO RESEALING
*DRIVEWAYS
*VINYL FENCES

Scott Lampkins

Free Estimates
(270) 489-2070

WINNEBAGO
1988
Cell (270) 210-0059
454.
w,'
Chieftain
Generator, A/C. gas heat.
Carpentry,
All CUSTOM bulldozing &
ALL
Satellite TV., new Berber
Electrical. Home building, backhoe work, septic syscarpet, new tires, new
remodeling, tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
additions,
awning Excellent shape.
porches, decks Rotten Horace Sholar.
56.xxx miles. $17,900.
floors, sagging
roofs.
CUSTOM Tractor Work
435-4632
Home & Mobile repair.
Garden Tilling- Drive
LAKESIDE Campground & vinyl siding References.
Ways Graded- Box Blade
1997
036
Marina Site
Licensed & insured Call
Work- Bushhogging.
Prowler 5th wheel with Larry Nimmo. Day- 753Free Estimates.
slide out model. 30'. 5x 9372. Night- 753-0353.
Gerald Carroll, Owner
$18900 753-6001
Accept Visa or Mastercard.
Phone 270-492-6159.
ANTENNAS
Including
Cell 853-4188.
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
ELECTRICAL
amplifiers, and accesNew construction.
1987- ASTROGLASS
sories.
remodeling, or lust replac17'8". Graph, Flasher.
Dish Network & Direct TV
ing a switch.
150 Yamaha S.S.Prop.
Satellite Systems. Sales,
Licensed & Insured.
12/24T.M.- Gauges.
Service and Installation.
753-0834
JackPlate. PowerTnm.
Beasley's Antenna
Bought new- Garage kept& Satellite,
FENCING
Almost showroom in
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY Midway Fence Company.
appearance and perform502-759-0901.
Chain link, & custom wood
ance. 436-5500. $6500.
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- privacy fences, installation
25' CREST III Pontoon w' niture repair & custom and repairs at reasonable
10' Aluminum top 48hp woodworking 753-8056
prices. Dickie Farley.
Johnson. Mint condition.
759-1519.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
762-0287.
All brands Kenmore 30+
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
BOAT, Motor & trailer. 15ft. years expenence BOBBY Trimming, removal, stump
Fiberglass boat. 1990 40 HOPPER, 436-5848
grinding, firewood Insured
hp Johnson. Motor & trail489-2839
BACKHOE SERVICE
er. Excellent for fishing. ROY HILL. Septic system,
GARDENS
270-436-2822.
drive-ways, hauling, founTractor tilled & bush
dations, etc. 436-2113.
hogging. Jimmy Edwards.
Offered
435-4465.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks, Special sizes for GET your weedeater, tiller
A-1 Tree Service
motor home, boats. RVs or lawnmower ready.Call
Stump removal & tree
and etc. Excellent protec- Cecil
McLeod's small
spraying
tion, high quality, excellent engine repair. Pick up and
492-8737 or 437-3044
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
delivery. 753-9814.
Free estimates
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Multi Service
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Additions, garages, decks,
Construction
Decks Home Additions,
remodeling, vinyl siding
•New Construction
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
20Yrs experience
•Remodeling .Roofing
Garages, Carports, Pole
753-5592
*Concrete *Vinyl Siding
Barns, Metal Buildings,
DAVES Carpentry
*Painting .Plumbing
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Home Improvement
*Electrical. Free
Installed
&
Finished
Remodels Decks.
Estimates.
Workmanship
Quality
Additions We Do It Right
David Crossett
Affordable
Rates
270-474-8417.
270-354-8216.
Licensed
270-887-1660.
DAVID'S HOME
753-7860 753-9308
IMPROVEMENT
Tree & Stump
SUREWAY
ADAM'S Home
*Replace rotten or water Removal Insured with full
Improvements
damaged floors.
line of equipment. Free
Additions, Decks, painting,
floor estimates Day or night,
•Install braces &
remodeling, replacement
joists under houses for
753-5484.
windows, repairs, vinyl
sagging or weak floors.
lawn mowing
siding. roofing
HARVEY'S
•Replace or repair water
489-2966
No Job Too Small.
drain
lines
and
492-6267
.Install moisture barriers
AFFORDABLE Hauling, Plus... all other home
tree work, cleaning out improvements
David
sheds, gutters. etc
Gallimore, Owner. Free
436-2867
Estimates. 901-247-5422.
ALL Carpentry Service
DEAD Shrub & Tree
From Foundation to
Removal Call
Finish
270-435-4645
18Yrs experience
DECKS, Roofing, vinyl sidNew Construction •
ing Quality work Free estiRemodeling. Repairs.
Nit/ Gotht Sur TN%
mates Over 25 years
Custom Cabinets.
Gerald
experience
Concrete Work AGC
Walters
Certified
753-2592
435-4272

ME

(270)767-0062

1401 Garland Ct.
Murray, KY

•Pha
.Doc
•Ren

We're Rolling Out
the Carpet for You:

*Eye.
•Hea
•Mail
•A D

Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

AL

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood
• Laminate Flooring

*51'
•Frel
•Co
(Auto

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

JOE SMITH CARPET
U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660
TOTAL Lawn Care
Call Nichols Lawn
Maintenance Inc For Free
Estimate 759-9577

GUTTERS:
High quality seamless aluminum gutters, gutter supplies, gutter repair and
shutters. Variety of colors.
Free estimates. Call West
Ky Seamless Gutters.
753-0278

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed &
Insured. Luke Lamb
270-753-2555.
1-800-636-5262.
LAWNS Mowed!
18yrs. Experience. If your
interested in dependability
& quality call 492-6134
after 5p.m.

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
bed
fertilization,
&
mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668.

Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates.
Call Today.

PROFESSIONAL
Tax
Services Call Susan at
489-2000

753-5827
PERSONAL Touch
Home & Lawn Care
Fencing, Mowing
Landscaping 753-5904
Ask for Jason
RICK'S Roofing & Repairs
Shingles. flat roofs & metal
roofs Free estimates.
270-437-4559
ROOF LEAKING'?
Call
a
professional.
Residential. Commercial or
Industrial. 270-435-4645
Roofing,
HANDYMAN,
Carpentry, Plumbing, Yard
Work, Porches & Decks.
Any job. Call Danny
Paschall. 492-0500.

REASONABLE Lawn Care
Mowing, Trimming, Odd
Jobs. Ask Us About Our
Senior Citizen Discounts
Call 753-0888.
MORGAN'S Mowing
Service- Low prices,
free estimates 753-9210
WORK/ odd jobs wanted.
No job too small. Give us a
call We do it all. Phone:
753-2388 or 436-5759.

FREE. 4mo old mixed
Chow. Female 759-0196

Something New?
Something Different?
Something So Fine...

7ommy(Bahama
(,Ikens(Wear)

Corn-Min

Tr/ s(orer casual dressing that
fun, thatS elegant

David's Home Improvement

ONKA

• Replace rotten or water damaged floors
• Install braces & floor joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors
• Replace or repair water and drain lines
• Install moisture barriers
Plus...all other home improvements

MOCCASINS
Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women ffardsole
Gifts of Dietinction from the Southwest

David Gallimore. Owner
Free Estimates

1100 CHESTNUT

901-247-5422

753-1133

MURRAY

Lamb 13r-c,titer's

-MovingCross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-8X-63o-5262 1-270-753-2555
Owner cfr Operator
*Luke Lamb*

BROD°

WORLD
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband has
recently been experiencing anaphylactic reactions (hives, wheezing and
low blood pressure), presumably to
something in his diet. He sits down to
a meal and, within an hour, ends up in
the emergency room for steroid injections. His symptoms seem to come at
random. How can we identify the
cause?
DEAR READER: Although your
husband's extreme sensitivity reactions appear to occur at random, 1
suspect that there is actually a common denominator to his anaphylaxis.
Several food additives and preservatives, such as monosodium glutamate
and sulfites, may be the problem; or
he may simply be allergic to certain
foodstuffs, such as wheat.
Your husband should see an allergist. By careful analysis and testing, a
specialist should be able to discover
the substances to which your husband
is reacting. Then your spouse can
either avoid these substances or consider undergoing desensitization
injections to reduce the severity of his
allergies.
I advise him to seek professional
help right away, because sooner or
later, if he doesn't identify the culprit,
your husband may suffer a reaction
that could be permanently damaging

/703

\LING

MEMBER DISCOUNTS...

D62

•Pharmacy Discount Card
•Dodge Truck $500 Rebate
•Rental Car Discounts (15°- oft)
•State Park Hotel Discounts(15°. off)
•Eyeglass Contacts Discounts (60°. off)
•Hearing Aid Discount (15°. off)
•Mailorder Drug Discount
•A D T Security System'Free Installation

or even fatal.
DEMI DR. GOTT: My 51-year-old
daughter, who has been experiencing
ankle swelling and fluid in her lungs,
was recently diagnosed with membranous glomerulonephritis. What can
you tell me about this?
DEAR READER: This serious kidney disease, which is extremely rare
in adults, is often associated with
other disorders, such as lupus, hepatitis, cancer and bacterial infections. It
is marked by abnormal deposits of
material within the renal filters, leading to excess protein in the urine, urinary bleeding and anemia that may
eventually cause edema (too much
fluid in the tissues) and death.
Treatment includes steroids and
other drugs. Kidney transplants, for
severe cases, are not consistently
helpful. Your daughter should be
under the care of a nephrologist who
is familiar with the disease and has
access to the most current information regarding therapy.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What causes
morning erections?
DEAR READER: Morning erections are common because of stimulation during dreaming, pressure from a
full bladder and other unidentified
physiological reasons. Such erections
are not, in the usual sense, under voluntary control. They occur in the
presence of unconscious mechanisms,
coupled with warmth, relaxation and
lack of fatigue. Men who consider
themselves impotent may have morning erections, thereby dispelling the
possibility that their erectile dysfunction has a purely physical basis.
Erections are common during
sleep, too. If a man fails to have (at
least occasional) sleep-erections, he
is usually suffering from organic
impotence, such as can be seen with
diabetes, nerve disorders, circulatory
insufficiency and the use of many prescription drugs.
2000 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.

DR. GOTT

ALSO INCLUDED...

BLE

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

.51.500 Accidental Death Policy
•Free Estate Planning
•Competitive Insurance Products
(Auto Home Farm Health. Life IRAs,

753-4703
:110 South 1th Street
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BuMSTEAD,THIS 2EPORT IS
THOROUGH,CONCISE,AND
ON TIME

I CARE

DEAR ABBY: We have a problem with relatives not knowing
when a visit should end. They call
on weekend afternoons to say they'll
be stopping over for an hour or so.
Well, the couple of hours stretch
into five or six, and then it's
dinnertime.
How does one "push" these uninvited guests out the door so that we
can proceed with our dinner? I'm
not prepared for four, five or six dinner "guests" — nor do I feel I should
be.
It has become very stressful,
since these are my husband's relatives and I must watch what I say,
and I don't even want these people
visiting. Don't people realize how
rude it is to overstay their visit?
— STEAMED IN MINNESOTA
DEAR STEAMED: I'm sure
that most people realize it's
rude to overstay their welcome
— but when it comes to "family,"
they
suspend
the
formalities.
The next time it happens, do
what many other families do.
Say,"Let's order out for a pizza
and split the bill!"
*4.*
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SEQUINED MERMAID GOL.Un)
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WHITE TUBE DRESS FOR DINNER AT THE CAPTAIN'S TABLE...
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39 Emperor
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org.
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(bacteria)
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David Bowie
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57 Individual
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1
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1 "Misery" star
2 Cry of pain
3 Bureau part
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5 Before Wed
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7 Nerve
5
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U
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kindergarten and day care centers
March 24 and 25, according to R.L.
Cooper, CalldWayttitinTy health
administrator.
"Marvin Harris, Calloway
•
County court clerk, reports that in
1969 he took in a total of $57,637
and also he sold a total of 11,988
automobile licenses," from column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams, publisher.
Forty years ago
The Beta Club of Lynn Grove
High School honored the teachers
in a special assembly program in
observance of Teacher Appreciation Week. Special things were
planned for the teachers each day.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Odell Colson and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William Nettleton.
Betty Jo Crawford and I. Wells
Purdom Jr. were married March 18
at North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Fifty years ago
Names of persons on the grand
and petit jury lists for the term of
Calloway Circuit Court to begin
April 10 have been released by
Dewey Ragsdale, Calloway circuit
court clerk. Judge Ira D. Smith will
preside at the court session.
Mrs. Naomi Myers and Earl
Miller were married March 18.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Greenup, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Grover Ford, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. L.J. Hill, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Euel Kimbro and a
girl to Sam H. and Quava Beaman,
March 19.
TODAY IN HISTORY

club to the queen, losing to West's
ace.
Declarer ducked West's spade
return before winning the next
spade with dummy's ace. South
then conceded a club to East's king
and claimed the remainder when
East had no spade to return.
When the deal was replayed,
the bidding and play to the first two
tricks were identical. Here, however, when the low club was led
from dummy at trick three, East
did not mechanically follow the
general rule of"second-hand low."
Instead, he put up the king and
returned a spade.
South ducked the spade and
took the next one, but when he
later played a club in an attempt to
establish his ninth trick, West won
and cashed two more spades for
One of the first things a new- down one.
East's king play at trick three
comer to the game learns is that
there are a great many rules to was well-reasoned. He knew, by
guide one's play, particularly on applying the Rule of Eleven to his
defense. Only later on does he partner's opening lead, that South
discover that nearly all ofthe rules had only one spade higher than
have exceptions, and that recog- West's five — the queen that was
nizing these exceptions makes the played at trick one.One more spade
difference between a good defender lead would therefore establish
West's suit, but this had to be done
and a mediocre one.
Considerthisdealfrom a team before South established his clubs
event where West led a spade and while West still had an entry.
If d
r had the A-Q ofclubs,
against South's three-notrump
contract. Declarer played low from ther was little hope for the deast decided to play his
dummy and won East's ten with fens
the queen. South then crossed to part er r the ace and was amply
dummy with a heart and led a low rewrd,Ød for his efforts.
Tomorrow: Shades 9r5 openhauer.

-.L

LEATHER HUT PANTS
FOR A 5ASS4 AFTERNOON OF CROQUET.

DEAR GAIL: I'm delighted
that my dessert recipes have
been such a hit with your family. I have actually published
two cookbooklets: "Dear Abby's
Favorite Recipes," followed by
"More Favorite Recipes by Dear
Abby."(The cheesecake recipe
is found in the first one, but
there are recipes that are equally delicious in the second one as
well.)
If you're as busy as I am —
and most people are these days
— yet want to serve something
special to your family and
friends, you'll find delectable,
easy recipes for foods from
appetizers to fabulous desserts.
All of my recipes have to be
easy to assemble as well as tasty
because during the last 41) years
I haven't had a lot of time to
spend in the kitchen!

Ten years ago
Murray State University will receive approximately $10 million
for a multi-purpose arena, according to a budget change made today
by the Kentucky House subcommittee.
Published with the March 20th
issue of The Murray Ledger &
Times was the Miss Spring 1990
special section featuring Heather
Grogan as Miss Spring.
In Kentucky State High School
Girls Basketball Tournament, Marshall County beat Ashland, but lost
to Henry Clay 54-53 in the semi-finals at Bowling Green. Rechelle
Cadwell was high scorer for Marshall.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Tonda
West, chairman of Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club,
presenting a check for $500 to Roy
Cothran, principal, and Vicki Ragsdale, librarian, at Calloway County
Middle School.
Molly Valentine, senior at Murray High School, and Melissa
Brinkley, senior at Calloway
County High School, have been selected to participate in the 1980
Kentucky All-State Chorus.
New officers of Murray-Calloway County Need Line are Betty
Boston, Marvin Harris, Jo Burkeen,
Theron Riley and Dr. David Roos.
Euple Ward is executive director.
Thirty years ago
The Rubella vaccine for German
or three-day measles will be given
to children in first and second
grades of city and county schools,
and also to children in Headstart,

CONTRACT BRIDGE

'
4&

Tax
san at

DEAR ABBY: As I type this letter I am eating the last bite of a
slice of the cheesecake that I made
yesterday for my family. It is, of
course, your wonderful recipe. I
have made about 15 of them since
the recipe was last printed in the
newspaper. My family loves it. The
only dessert they have raved about
as much is your pecan pie recipe. I
don't much care for pecan pie
myself — but I love this one.
It was mentioned in your column
that you have written a cookbooklet. I would like to know where to
get one or two. I love to find delicious recipes that are also easy to
prepare.
GAIL SAUNDERS,
KANSAS CITY, MO.

DEAR ABBY: My wife and I
have a dilemma and hope you can
provide an answer. We will soon celebrate our 40th anniversary. We
want to have a small dinner for
those people who were in our wedding party. (There are only a few
left.) We would also like to invite
some close friends.
We would like to include something in our invitations that would
relay a "sincere message" that we
***
do not want any gifts. The presence
of our friends and family to help us
celebrate this occasion is the best
gift we could receive.
Please do not reveal my name.
We have not completed our guest
list, and I would not like to slight
anyone.
WANTS TO OFFEND NO ONE
East dealer.,
vulnerable.
DEAR WANTS: Yours is a East-West
NORTH
question I receive at least once
A 76
a year. The message can be
VKQ4
worded as follows: "No gifts,
•J 8
please. Your presence will be
J 98 5 3
our cherished gift, and we
WEST
EAST
respectfully request no other."
•K 9 8 5 3
J 10 2
***
✓ 10 7 5
V 963
•Q10543
•9 6 2
K6
+A4
SOUTH
4Q 4
VAJ82
•AK7
46Q 10 7 2
The bidding:
North
South West
East
3 NT
Pass
1 NT
Pass
Opening lead — five ofspades.
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
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19 Spielberg ID
22 Mr Vigoda
24 Grimes ID
25 TV's Perlman
26 Gravel ridges
27 — moss
28 Coin-toss call
29 Mongrel
30 Term of
endearment
32
33 Nahoor
sheep
36 Prosecutor,
for short
37 "— Paradiso"
38 Paint on a
surface of
plaster
40 Sobbed
41 "Mad
43 Stamp of

B) The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. March 21,
the 81st day of 2000. There are
285 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 21, 1965, more than
3,000 civil rights demonstrators
led by the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr. began their march from
Selma to Montgomery, Alabama.
On this date:
In 1685, composer Johann Sebastian Bach was born in Eisenach,
Germany.
In 1790, Thomas Jefferson
reported to President Washington
in New York as the new secretary of state.
In 1804, the French civil code,
the "Code Napoleon," was adopted.
In 1806, Mexican statesman Benito Juarez was born in Oaxaca.
In 1945, during World War H,
Allied bombers began four days
of raids over bermany.
One year ago: Israel's Supreme
Court rejected a final effort to
have American teen-ager Samuel
Sheinbein returned to the United
States to face murder charges.
(Under a plea agreement with Israeli
proseuctors, Sheinbein was later
sentenced to 24 years in prison
for the murder of Alfred Tello Jr.)
At the Academy Awards, "Shakespeare in Love" won seven Oscars,
including best picture and best
actress for Gwyneth Paltrow;
Roberto Benigni won best actor
for "Life is Beautiful," while Steven
Spielberg won best director for
"Saving Private Ryan."
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Oscar thieves nabbed
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
drama of Academy Awards night

will almost be anticlimactic after
the mystery of the stolen Oscars.
Most of the 55 statues reported stolen last week were recovered over the weekend next to a
trash bin by a man scavenging for
valuables. Police said Monday that
two men who worked for the company delivering the Oscars were
arrested.
"They did it for profit. They
thought they could make money,"
said Detective Marc Zavala.
Bruce Davis, Academy executive director, said the 52 recovered statues look fine and some
probably will be awarded Sunday.
WE GOT THESE...Preschool students in the Calloway County Preschool Center show the If any are "nicked or dinged, they
books they received during the February R.I.F. (Reading is Fundamental) distribution. This will not be used," Davis said.
is the first of three free books that all the students will receive from the R.I.F. program.
Now Academy 'officials. also
stung when 4,000 Oscar ballots
got lost in the mail this month,
hope their biggest remaining worry
is how host Billy Crystal will
make fun- of all the headaches
leading up to the big night.
A meandering journey down lection of Howard Brandon. At obserY ed. "Her show will make
"I think he'll have a field day."

KET to feature Brandon,Monroe
Kentucky back roads awaits the
viewer when the next edition of
Kentucky Life airs on KET March
25 at 7:30 p.m. Dave Shuffett
hosts.
In western Kentucky. the little
town of Rosine boasts only a few
stores, some longtime inhabitants
- and the claim of being the birthplace of Bill Monroe.
Universally regarded as the
"father of bluegrass- music. Mon-roe learned to play. from friends
and relatives in this out-of-thewav Ohio County town. In this
segment'. Kentucky Life returns to
the late singerisongwriter•s hometown to talk with boyhood friends
and discuss his impact on music.
Next. Shuftett travels to Murray to survey the automobile col-

the age of II. Brandon traded a
shotgun for his first car. and now,
at the age of 70, Brandon is the
owner of one of the largest private collections of antique cars in
America. He counts his old classics not by the dozens but by the
hundreds.
Finally, Kentucky Life visits
rural Johnson County's Catherine
Smart Wells, who paints oils and
watercolors of her natural surroundings.
A gifted artist, her work has
been exhibited in the Governor's
Mansion. at the Mountain Arts
Gallery and in the traveling exhibit "Images from the Mountains."
which was supported by Appalshop and the University' of Kentucky At least one critiL has

HOROSCOPES
might not see eye to eye with you. Listen
to feedback from a co-worker as well as
a trusted associate. Understand what
another expects from you. If you feel
overwhelmed, express it. Tonight.
You're top dog.

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPP1 BIRTHDA'r for Wednesda.
March 22. 2000
Expect an unusual year. with much focus
on Joint financial and professional
efforts. You might get very frustrated at
times, but once you're centered, it's all
systems go' Know what you want, then
mobilize the support to make it so. Work
toward increasing your financial solidity.
Be willing to expend energy and money
temake this vision a reality If you are
single. relationships are a high pnonty
You'll find connecting on a one-on-one
level very satisfying If attached. emphasize.a higher-quality tie. Make plenty of
time for your significant other.
SCORPIO helps you get back to basics

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
** Go within. Finding the right

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive.
5-Dynamic.
Have:
3-Average. 2-So-so, 1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April
**** You could get cranky for no
reason at All Others will pitch in. Just let
them know how they can help. Don't get
discouraged. Stay focused A partner is
lucky for you financially. Work as a
team. Tonight: Reward another for his
efforts.
TAURUS(Apnl 20-May 20)
***** You are re-energized and full
of snap. crackle and pop. By the same
token. you won't hesitate to tell another
off if it suits you. Confusion surrounds
someone you put on a pedestal Be indulgent. rather than challenging him
Tonight .Accept an invitation
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Make work your highest prionty.
Take time with'a loved one Listen to
feedback and news from another at a distance. The information you'll get is useful. even though you might find the
source somewhat confused. Your sense
of timing is nght on. Tonight: Off to the
gym
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Discuss ideas Ignore office
gossip until it can be confirmed A partner might be misinformed, but let that be
OK for now. Luck follows you in groups;
network and join fnends. Aim for what
you want. Success is yours Tonight:
Midweek fun!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Pressure remains high Others
don't hesitate to ask for ys hat they want
Though you appreciate the teedhack and
openness. your plate is already full'
Don't lose your temper Simply harness
that Leonine energy and use it A boss
smiles upon you Tonight A quiet night
at home
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22
**** A partner is clearly touchy.
Keep communication going, seek
answers. Let someone verbalize what is
on his mind Ask yourself What would
be a viable solution here" Be a team
player: make calls, do research Your
willingness won't be forgotten Tonight
Visit with mends

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
*** A loved one suddenly goes on the

answers is challenging, especially while
buried under a pile of work. Take the bull
by the horns and clear your desk. You'll
re-energize just knowing you have completed another task. Decide to get into an
exercise program — summer is coming'
Tonight: Read or relax.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You are goal-driven, but you
still want to have a good time. For you.
mixing the two can be difficult, yet
somehow you manage. Decide to pursue
a new sport. A child or loved one makes
a special request in a forceful manner
Tonight: Have fun with a friend.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) •
*** A must appearance and many
work demands keep you busy. Another
tells you exactly what he thinks. Don't
hesitate to establish boundaries. Screen
-calls Let family know you cannot deal
with certain issues until later. Tonight
Burn the midnight oil.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Creativity is pushed by need
You look for answers — and find them
— because you see events differently
than most people do. Brainstorm: be
open to ideas Your understanding helps
another get past a problem. Avoid an
argument. Tonight. Off to the movies.
BORN TODAY
Actor William Shatner (1931). actor
Matthew Modine (1959), singer George
Benson (1943)
•*•

you feel good about living in Kentucky."
Kentucky Life is produced and
directed by Joy Flynn. Series writer
is Ellen Ballard. Segment producers for this program are Aaron
Hutchings. Dase Shuffett and Gale
Worth.
Craig Cornwell is executive
producer. The program is closedcaptioned for the deaf and hardof-hearing. Viewers can find out
more about programming on KET
by visiting the KET Web site at
http://w ww.ket.org a Kentucky corn
affiliate.

Davis said.
Police said the Oscar theft was
an inside job involving two 10year employees of Roadway
Express, the company hired to deliver the statues. Anonymous tips
received Saturday led police to
the men, but detectives would not
elaborate.
Keith Hart and
Anthony
Lawrence Edward Ledent, both 38,
were arrested Saturday and booked
for investigation of grand theft.
They Were held on $100,000 bail
each.
In one of the oddest presentations in Oscar history, officers
wheeled two carts loaded with the
statues into a news conference by
Chief Bernard Parks. Officers
slipped on rubber gloves to remove
six of the Oscars from their packaging and set them on a table.
Detectives and Academy officials said they didn't know the
location of the three other Oscars.
The gold-plated statues are 13 1/2inches tall and weigh 8 1/2 pounds
each. The 55 statues cost about

$18,000 to manufacture.
The Oscars-were shipped March
3 from manufacturer R.S. Owens
of Chicago and arrived at Roadway Express' warehouse in Bell,
Calif., on March 8.
Jon Gerloff, security manager
for Roadway's western division,
said the company believes Hart
and Ledent made off with the statues the same day the shipment
arrived.
The Academy quickly put in a
replacement order to R.S. Owens
for more statues to make sure
enough would be on hand for
Oscar winners.
The statues were found Sunday
night by Willie Fulgear, who had
been foraging through trash bins
and called police to report the discovery.

Fulgear said he hopes to collect some or all of a $50,000
reward put up by Roadway xpress.
Gerloff said the company had not
figured out whether Fulgear would
receive some of the money.

Foster parents appeal to legislators
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) Foster parents seeking a higher sub-

sidy handed out dolls and paperwork to legislators.
"You're going to be the parent
to this child for one month," Wanda
Ashley. a .foster parent from
Louisville, said Monday in handing a doll to a surprised Sen. Gerald Neal.
Neal. D-Louisville. asked if his

$11.65 per day they get to feed,
clothe and care for each child.
"The purpose of these dolls is
to make them aware of what we
have to deal with," Ashley said
in an interview.
"At this rate, how are you going
to buy shoes for a kid?" she said.
"Most of our kids come without
clothing, without toothbrushes,
nothing."

daughter could help. Ashley said

he had to keep the doll on his
own.
Around the doll was a sheaf
of papers. Ashley said it was the
same information she is handed
on each foster child she takes in.
Members of the Kentucky Foster Care Association handed out
100 dolls. Ashley said the foster
parents want an increase in the

LBL to host workshop
Photographers of all skill ley-- phers of all levels to brush up on
els are expected to head to the their skills, learn new tips and
Nature Station in Land Between take photos under the guidance of
The Lakes National Recreation Area Boaz," said LBL interpreter DarApril 1 for the annual Nature Pho- rin Samborski.
tography Workshop.
The workshop fee includes the
The event takes place April I
program. one roll of color slide
from 10 am. to 2 p.m.. and will film and admission to The Nature
be led by nature photographer Station. Participants are urged to
Denise Boaz.
bring extra film, lunch and drinks.
Workshop events include pre- Pre-registration and full deposits are
sentations on technique and com- required.
position. critiques and an in-theFor more information or to regfield shooting session. The workcall LBL at t270) 924-2020
ister.
participants
20
to
limited
is
shop
on weekdays from 8 a.m. to 4
to ensure one-on-one attention.
"This program is an excellent p.m. LBL information is available
opportunity for nature photogra- on the Internet at www.lbl.org.
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CHECK THESE
FEATURES:
A 4 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
13 12 footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts in
concrete
—
E Treated bottom
plates
f •"*.
F. a1 studds 16
0.C.
G 7 1/16 Blander
undersiding
H. Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

I. Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft.
0.C.
J 1/2' plywood
decking
K Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
NI Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
O 2r4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2x10 headers
O 4r4 raised curb

Thursday Evenings, March 23-April 27
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
MSU Business Building Room 251
COURSE COST
$40 single enrollment
$70 married couple enrollment

We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

To register, contact Murray State
University's Office of
Conferences & Workshops
762-3662 or 1-800-669-7654.

i

Deluxe Models
Hardboard Skiing
1 CAR (1200)
2 CAR 118x201
LARGE 2 CAR (22102)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR 124x301

1 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22.22)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24)00)

S3.825
54.625
54.925
55.125
55.725

L.1 C._ K.

Taught by Betty Boston, Certified Financial
Planner and VP of Investments and
Tom Ewing, Financial Consultant with the
Murray office of Hilliard Lyons.

•.

••••

1 1 1: tz

SHOW YOU HOW TO MAXIMIZE YOUR
INVESTING POTENTIAL.

Owner. DWAIN WARREN
Nut 1--e

1

A SIX-WEEK COURSE DESIGNED TO

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY.•(270)674-5530

6'Z/V
A7

DIFFUSION

54.325
S5.025
55.425
55.525
56.225

.1 J.B. Hilliard, W L. Lyons, Inc. • Member NYSE and SIP('

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

PLUS...OFF-LEVEL LOT

A

woman's work.„

Sometime i think a woman spends her whole life taking care of others.
Since Jim's been in the hospital, I feel like I've been living for two people.
Now that he's coming home. I'm going to get some help. When they asked
rxic who I wanted to supply the hospital bed and respiratory equipment.
I said.

"Holland Medical':

Holland Medical is accredited, and has 'round the clock service,
so I don't have to feel that I'm in this by myself
4%.
MURRAY
120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray • KY 42071
270.753.1465
Toll Free:
1800227 4125

PADUCAH
1914 Broadway

Irn still takins care of him, but at least, for the kind of help I need at home,
all I have to do is say,

"Holland':

Paducah • KY 42001
270-442.6311
Toll Free:
1-800.223.4947
Ask us about accepting
Medicare assignment

iit ier
ss
r althcare Organizatracs
k`e-L:rieediActedcrbyeditarnetionj°ioffl He

Holland Medical Equipment
&

warpath. You could be in shock. but stay
focused on work and daily business
Unfortunately. the storm won't disappear. the two of you will have to resolve
this issue Recognize that the problems
are most likely monetary. Tonight Your
treat.

SCORPIO ((ct. 23-Nov 21)
***** Build a support system
Clarify what you want and need Another
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Simply Vow's! Sofa!
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24 MONTHS NO INTEREST UNTIL 2002*
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Bring Stylesfor Spring into your home.

(:real
dreamt
lour

s

I. (itorpre,
xt.1
loam,
2.
(Five o
3. Choose
(Three
4. Choose
(Moth

Ever want to rreate a personal xpare
without ever kaving pour hffffle?
You ran! Ilia, BaxxettX
Sew Stylesfor .spring!

lIxo XIII

— Chris ‘latiden

Saki
Your Nice

Hoot of 1111GTV's 'Interiors bs Depihrn*.
author. and Bassett Creatise Consultant.

Hort;le
Z

Win A Trip.'

899

Enter to win a
Trip from Bassett' and
Home' Magazine
valued at '10,000!

%erafilla
(tpmel
.S1.1
.ipf
sir 11.14(.1s Ifin

See your tor al Bassett'
Retailer for details

"l'alisarles" 1 ing li unit
5799 q,sshmen
sq.
('
rbilchritv I.•,r,scui '749 /IS ShM171
('orrylukfl(Isassi

'649

tis xlmrcro

"Saratoga"

SEASONS

'fables

limo...* from 6
Pio% 2 bratiiiitil

'299
bid hible
'299

-Season'pi" Sofa
4orterriporsoi. style
with flair kip.

Save
$100
on any
3 Bassett'
Occasional
Tables
with the purchase
of a Bassett* sofa
at'799 or more...

Fahrir,.
I IOM'S

troth tires
ciwnhittilerl
74,11
filbrlf'S
ChINISI•

fabrics:

599
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Save $100

- ,

miumume

( reatte ‘totir
dream sofa ill
lour easl steps!

on anyBassett®
Simply Yours!'
sofa starting
as low as $799.

I. Chooxe yourfiworite arm
(Six xtylex to (4 se:from!)
2. Choose pow favorite back
(Fire options if, chooso.from!)
3.(*mote.rourfiworite burie
("hive "fent 11,48!)
4. Chooro,yourfist orile fabrics
(Hundredx of xtylex!)
lbw Mills' 8O nu ShUt
loursr Lureseul!

AS

"

N

"Spring Breezes" Sofa
I bouquet i,f springlimeees US u
lureseul.
field of it4hor.
elude und ollousuit (dm, uruiluble.

'

Jim,- Choice
Franied Mirro

1st. front 0 stlkli

colors:
2 beautiful 'Ulla% fabric.:

r(,g$59

46" x 70"
Jour Choice Finish
Gold Leaf(shan't?)

space. Moe
One folio/ow .Sofis with 6 Spring fashion fabrics to creole.1.onr own personal
orniloble.
oho
ottoman
lorg..geni.
choir
mul
Iloiching
litx this bonisiliil(Infirm/no-oil- sofa.
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24.MONTHS NO INTEREST UNTIL 2002*
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Ultra Firm Dream Maker "Greenleaf"
OR
Ultra Plush Dream Maker' "Timberline"

.sve.f$699

A "Grove Park- Cdllery Bed

Your Choice

In, lode% quern .me lirailIward, rnotlinanl
and stool rails)

(*hest of 11nriterers

5749

Snier.
erv

A Buy the roam and mare!
fp. Flevininni nt• lotto. Tarr. 1.1.41 with
rails ilessmer. niim• nod no0lit.tand

•

Queen
2 pc. Set

$588

•

Sale!$1999
(:.//e,./44 safr.4699
•
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Ilrrsser

'799

firmer',

• • ••

-1 (len
•
,I.

Mormr

$299

seighwand

$399

Twin ea. pc.
Full ea. pc.
King 3 pc. Set

15 YEAR NON-PRORATED WARRANTY

I elmanerc rall•00 •1•4
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1 Brandon Way • Mt. Sterling Bypass • Mt. Sterling, KY 40353
Phone (606) 498-3511 • Fax:(606) 498-3513
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TVS • FURNITURE • APPLIANCES
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VINSON & SONS
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$255
$284
$888

Store Hours • Monday-Friday 9am to 8pm • Saturday 9am to 6pm

